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ABSTRACT
A swirling, converging vortex flow is studied both experimentally 
and theoretically as a model of tornado flowfields. Laboratory measure­
ments of this vortex flowfield are obtained using Ward's apparatus and 
such unique features as the multiple-vortex phenomenon are studied. The 
turbulent boundary-layer due to this swirling converging vortex flowfield 
is investigated theoretically by means of Von Karman's integral momentum 
method. In addition, a recirculating vortex core model is studied. Using 
a nonequilibrium condensation process as a basis, distinctions between the 
observed tornado funnel and other aspects of the core flow are discussed.
It is found that the swirling, converging vortex flow is a more 
realistic model of tornadoes. The laboratory measurements show an outer 
inviscid region similar to a Rott-Burgers• vortex with core dimensions 
primarily determined by inviscid dynamics and the pressure boundary con­
dition aloft. Theoretical estimates of the core diameter are in agreement 
with Hoecker's measurements of the 1957 Dallas tornado. Convergence in 
the inviscid flow region is shown to be responsible for such experiment­
ally observed features as boundary-layer separation and reattachment.
Also, the shallow convergence region of the tornado simulation apparatus 
is shown to be important in the production and advection of vorticity 
in the ground boundary layer which is believed to lead to the multiple 
vortex phenomenon observed in naturally-occurring tornadoes. Considera­
tion of the water vapor condensation process near the core and comparison 
with measurements suggests that, because of nonequilibrium behavior, the 
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Tornadoes are among the most violent and unpredictable vortex­
like flows in nature. Their occurrence in the Spring and summer seasons 
in the United States, especially in the Midwest and central areas of 
the country, takes a considerable toll in life and property damage.
Although tornadoes, hurricanes, waterspouts, and dust devils 
all are naturally occurring vortex-like flows, there are considerable 
differences among these natural vortices. Tornadoes are much more vio­
lent than dust devils and, as opposed to waterspouts, occur more often 
in populated areas. Their intensity has placed tornadoes in a dis­
tinctly more dangerous category of flows as compared with dust devils 
and waterspouts. Tornadoes also differ from hurricanes in several major 
respects. In contrast to hurricanes which have a horizontal extent of 
thousands of kilometers and a lifetime of weeks, tornadoes have a hori­
zontal scale of the order of several kilometers, and a lifetime of the 
order of less than an hour. Hurricanes can be detected at sea by sat­
ellites long before they seriously endanger people and their property 
whereas tornadoes remain relatively unpredictable and hence more danger­
ous.
The inability to correctly predict tornado occurrence as well 
as their intensity is the main reason for the substantial lack of data
1
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and observation on naturally-occurring tornadoes as compared with 
hurricanes and other natural vortices. Therefore, tornadoes remain 
unique because of their unpredictability, damage and destruction as 
well as their unknown nature.
Tornado flows are studied with the ultimate hope of resolving 
several important questions. The origin and conditions necessary for 
the creation of tornadoes, the structure and dynamics of tornado flows 
and the reasons for their disappearance and annihilation are the primary 
goals of the research in this area. These long-range goals cannot be 
accomplished, however, unless considerable progress is made in observa­
tions of naturally-occurring tornadoes and substantial data is gathered 
on them. In the meantime, research efforts, such as the present one, 
have been directed toward the more modest goal of achieving a correct 
dynamic model of tornado flows consistent with the sketchy and scattered 
available observations.
There has been a long history of engineering interest in vortex­
like flows since they occur in many situations of scientific interest. 
The fluid dynamicist has been able to help provide the meteorologist 
with a better understanding of tornadoes, hurricanes, waterspouts, and 
dust devils by applying his knowledge and research tools in this im­
portant area. This is done both in construction of better models for 
tornado flows as well as providing a more practical basis for the pre­
diction of tornado occurrence. Engineering interest in tornadoes also 
results from the need to correctly and consistently estimate the maximum 
wind velocity and pressure drop in tornadoes so as to be able to design 
vital structures such as those housing nuclear reactors. Finally, a
3
comprehensive and thorough understanding of this atmospheric phenomenon 
might suggest ways to alter atmospheric conditions to prevent tornado 
occurrence or even cause their destruction after they have formed.
Much "research has recently been directed toward the achievement 
of these goals. Many efforts have centered around problems associated 
with tornado dynamics and the characteristics of tornado-like vortices. 
Even though there remains much to be accomplished and further research 
is needed for a better understanding of this remarkable atmospheric 
phenomenon, significant advances have been made in both experimental 
and theoretical fronts.
On the experimental front, efforts have been made in two direc­
tions. One direction is the creation of better methods of collection 
of data from naturally-occurring tornadoes. Although progress has been 
impressive, much remains to be done. The lack of data on velocity and 
pressure fields associated with tornadoes occurring in nature is prob­
ably the greatest single obstacle in the further development and veri­
fication of a comprehensive tornado model. This lack of observational 
data is especially true of the core region of the tornadoes and the re­
gion aloft in the clouds from which they are spawned. With the excep­
tion of the pressure data accidentally obtained by the Lewis Flight 
Propulsion Laboratory^ from a tornado on June 8, 1953 and the velocity 
data reported by Hoecker^ from the Dallas tornado of April 2, 1957 as
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as well as partially available velocity data of a tornado on May 24,
1973 in Union City, Oklahoma reported by Golden,3 detailed data on the 
distribution of velocity and/or pressure in naturally-occurring torna­
does are unavailable.
Tornado observations seem to suggest the need for at least twa 
essential factors in order for the formation of this intense atmospheric 
vortex to occur. First, there must exist a large upward convection of 
air, sustained for some period of time. This upward convection is 
probably due to an instability of the atmospheric layers prior to the 
formation of tornado-producing storms. This upward flow is then re­
sponsible for a converging flow in the ground layers of the atmosphere.
Second, there should also be a circulation in the lower portion 
of the atmosphere. The source of this circulation as well as the up­
draft is in the large thunderstorm from which tornadoes are produced.
It is believed that the development of severe thunderstorms (which may 
produce tornadoes) involves essentially two currents. . Warm moist air 
flows into the storm (from the south) and is uplifted. A second current 
enters the storm from the rear and is cooled by evaporation of precipi­
tation (becoming negatively buoyant) and produces an outflow (from the 
north west). The two currents, then, meeting at an angle produce the 
large scale circulation necessary for tornado formation. Observations 
indicate that indeed tornadoes show a tendency to occur under a con­
nective cell along the shear line between the moist inflow and the rain- 
cooled outflow.*̂  The large scale circulation and the updraft then create
s
a swirling-converging streamline pattern. This swirling-converging 
flow seems to be always present in the formation of a tornado funnel 
and the two factors mentioned are the essential ingredients in any simu­
lation of tornado flows in the laboratory. It is, however, important to 
note that the tornado flow is a much more complicated flowfield than the 
above simple picture indicates. This becomes evident if one notes that 
the presence of low-level convergence and circulation seems to be much 
more common than observations of tornadoes. The complex nature of torna­
do flows is further evident in the various shapes and configurations 
that are observed for tornadoes as well as in such seemingly unusual 
characteristics of tornado funnels as "core splitting."®
Among the observations and measurements of tornado flowfields, 
Hoecker’s observations of the 1957 Dallas tornado remain, up to now, the 
most complete and extensive. His observations, however, were limited to 
the lower portions of the funnel cloud and do not exceed horizontally 
more than 1400 ft. away from the axis. The tangential velocity field 
as well as the derived distribution of pressure by Hoecker are shown in 
Figs. 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. These observations suggest certain 
features of the flow which are believed to be of general importance. 
First, it is observed that far away from the axis of the tornado the 
tangential velocity varies approximately inversely with radius. That 
is the tangential velocity behaves roughly like that of a potential vor­
tex. Furthermore the tangential velocity varies with height close to 
the ground. Second, a relatively large radial velocity (of the same 
order of magnitude as the tangential velocity) exists in the lower 
levels of the atmosphere. This is significant in modeling the impressed
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flow over the boundary layer close to the ground if a realistic bound­
ary layer calculation is to be carried out. This is discussed in more 
detail later. Third, a large conically-shaped core with tangential ve­
locity varying linearly with radius is observed below the funnel cloud. 
This section of the flowfield seems to extend into the tornado cloud en­
veloping the lower portions of the funnel itself. The core size seems 
to be relatively large (of the order of 150 feet) indicating that the 
dimensions of this core are not determined by viscosity as certain flow 
models in the literature (see e,g. Rott,® 1958) suggest. Fourth, there 
exists a downflow on the axis of the funnel cloud. Although because 
of the obstruction of sight by the funnel no velocity measurements are 
available in the funnel, the rapid deceleration of the updraft on 
the axis near the tip of the funnel clearly suggests a stagnation point. 
This implies that the observed core should be distinguished from the 
funnel aloft. The funnel, as suggested by many authors, is probably a 
two-cell structure with a recirculating flow consisting of downward 
flow along the axis and upward along the boundary of the funnel. This 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter III of this work.
While the observation of naturally-occurring tornadoes remain 
few and insufficient, the features observed —  particularly those of 
Hoecker —  serve as a good guide for any laboratory simulation of tornado 
flows as well as for mathematical models and calculations of tomado- 
like vortices. It is in this light that the second direction of the 
experimental research is evaluated.
The second direction of experimental efforts have been the 
laboratory simulation of tornadoes. Although the accuracy of the various
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simulations is often difficult to estimate and only the scattered 
observations of naturally-occurring tornadoes are available for the 
comparison and evaluation of the simulation, the efforts in this 
direction remain important and fruitful. The construction of 
tornado-like vortices in the laboratory and attempts to produce 
different features of tornado flows has greatly advanced the under­
standing of this remarkable vortex flow. Many laboratory experiments 
on tornado-like vortices have been made. Among the more careful 
experiments in which some of the apparently central elements of 
tornado dynamics are simulated are those of Ying and Chang,7 Wan and 
Chang,8 and Ward.9
The ejqjeriments of Ying and Chang and later of Wan and Chang 
were conducted in air with the circulation being produced by a rotating 
cylindrical screen and the updraft by an exhaust fan affixed on the 
top. The latter is to simulate the convection of air and the former 
the circulation present in the atmosphere during the formation of 
tornadoes. It should be emphasized, however, that a vortex can al­
ways be produced with relative ease when these two central ingradients 
of vortex simulation are present. We shall see, however, that the 
other "details" of the experimental apparatus do seem to be important 
in an accurate simulation of tornadoes. A vortex core with descending 
flow along the axis
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and a surrounding inviscid flow region were observed by Wan and Chang. 
Due to the geometry of the apparatus, boundary layers at the top and 
bottom are also present. Outside these boundary layers and the vortex 
core, the flow is observed to be similar to a potential vortex flow 
with very small radial and vertical velocities. Although Wan and Chang 
produced tangential velocity distributions similar to Hoecker's^ ob­
servations of the 1957 Dallas tornado, there are significant differences 
between the laboratory simulation and the observations of the latter.
For example, the radial and vertical velocities observed by Hoecker in 
the Dallas tornado were, relatively, much larger than those observed in 
the experiments of Wan and Chang. Furthermore the rotation of fan is 
undoubtedly responsible for a direct fan-induced vorticity unlikely to 
be present in the atmosphere. Also, due to the geometry of the appara­
tus, there exists an imposed vertical velocity at the screen which can­
not be accounted for in a real tornado. Finally, a no-slip condition 
inçosed by the top boundary is also in variance with the conditions 
aloft outside the vortex core in a real atmospheric situation.
Ward, on the other hand, has developed a tornado simulation ap­
paratus which appears to model tornado flow more realistically as well 
as exhibit several observed properties of natural tornado vortices.
Among these features there is specifically at least one that has not 
been observed by any other apparatus —  namely the "core splitting" 
phenomenon to be discussed in more detail shortly.
A schematic of the Ward tornado simulation apparatus is shown 
in Fig. 1.3. The apparatus consists of a cylindrical container eight 
feet in diameter in combination with a rotating mesh wire on the side
and a fan affixed on the top of the cylinder. As in the Wan and Chang 
apparatus, the fan power regulates the volumetric flow rate simulating 
the strength of the updraft. Likewise, the rotation of the mesh wire 
is intended to provide the ambient circulation in the atmosphere. The 
fan power as well as the rotation of the mesh wire can be independently 
controlled in the experiments. An important feature of Ward’s appara­
tus is the existence of a relatively fine mesh honeycomb at the top of 
the apparatus. The air is passed through this honeycomb mesh which ef­
fectively removes the tangential component of velocity from the flow.
This is believed to be a significant feature since the vortex is de­
coupled from the rotation of the fan and hence a more realistic simu­
lation of the conditions at the top of the atmospheric vortex is achieved. 
The height of the convergent zone is adjustable with the convergent zone 
aspect ratio (height-to-. radius ’ ratio) varying from 1/8 to 1/4. Another 
unique feature of the Ward’s apparatus is that the diameter of the con­
vection zone of updraft is larger than the depth of the convergent zone 
and the ratio is adjustable (varying from 4 to 2).
Although similar to Ying and Chang and Wan and Chang, Ward’s ap­
paratus appears to have several significant differences. First, honey­
comb baffle which eliminates the direct effect of the fan-induced vor­
ticity is unique to the Ward apparatus. Thus the exhaust fan simply 
creates an updraft and, by mass conservation, a radial inflow at the 
screen. Second, the extent of the circular updraft region which com­
prises half of the entire radius of the apparatus is much larger than 
that in other experiments. This is also believed to be a realistic fea­
ture of Ward's apparatus in that a small restricted region of updraft is
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unlikely to exist in a tomado-pxoducing storm cloud. Third, the as­
pect ratio of the convergent zone (typically about 1/8) is smaller than 
that in other experiments. Finally, the large convection zone, above 
the convergent zone, eliminates teacup-like secondary flows observed 
in other experiments such as Ying and Changé and Tumei®(1963). These 
unique features of the apparatus are believed to result in a more real­
istic tornado simulation.
Although Ward did not make detailed measurements of the veloc­
ity field, several specific features common to natural tornadoes were 
qualitatively observed in the original experiments performed in the- 
laboratory. Among these observations were vortex breakdown, surface 
pressure distributions and the "core splitting" phenomenon. Other fea­
tures such as a recirculating core flow were also observed by Ward using 
this apparatus.
Among the above observations, there is a great interest in the 
"core splitting" feature which is observed in natural tornadoes such 
as the May 24, 1962 tornado at Newton, Kansasthe Palm Sunday tornado 
of 1965 in Elkhart, Indiana^as well as the Fredrick, Oklahoma tornado 
of June 18, 1973. (See Plates 1.1 and 1.2). Although a relatively common 
feature of intense tornado vortices, the "core splitting" phenomenon has 
been observed in the laboratory only in the Ward apparatus (See Plate 1.3). 
It is believed that the specific geometrical characteristics of Ward’s 
apparatus are responsible for this unique feature.
The usual single line vortex configurations is observed at lowl 
values of the swirl angle, $i, defined by
= Cĵ )screen
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where U*> V* are the radial and tangential conq)onents of velocity, 
respectively. However, as the swirl angle increases the observed vor­
tex diameter increases until, at a critical value of the swirl angle,
(" the single vortex "splits" into two line vortices, symmetrical­
ly displaced from the center of the apparatus. The two vortices re­
volve about the center with constant angular velocity. A sketch of the 
two configurations is shown in Fig. 1.4. Further increases in the swirl 
lead to a second critical value with three symmetrically displaced vor­
tices resulting. Occasionally a third critical value of * is observed 
resulting in four symmetrically displaced vortices.
In the original experiments of Ward, the study of "core - 
splitting" phenomenon, however was rather qualitative and incomplete. 
Development and verification of any theoretical calculations on this 
phenomenon required detailed experiments and measurements of the varia­
tion of the critical swirl parameter with circulation, height of the 
convergent zone and the volumetric flow rate.
Previous calculations (Jischke, 1974) had shown that tan^^^ varied 
linearly with the height of the convergent zone, in agreement with the 
observations of Ward. However, these theoretical calculations were 
based on a potential vortex model of the flow and ignored some effects 
of the imposed radial inflow. The verification of the calculations as 
well as an investigation of the effects of an imposed radial velocity 
had not been completed. Furthermore, although Ward’s apparatus exhibits 
many of the features of naturally-occuring tornadoes, no detailed infor­
mation was available as to the nature of the flow. Specifically, no 
velocity measurements were available to enable a comparison between the
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flow field obtained by this apparatus with that of other investigators. 
In addition, the variation of the radial distribution profile of sur­
face pressure with volumetric flow rate was of interest if a basis for 
estimating the pressure drop near the core was to be obtained for this 
flow. The core flow was also completely unknown and no measurements 
of flow in the core were available. Finally, suggestions for possible 
inçroveménts of the apparatus for better simulation of tornado flow­
field remained unknown. These improvements could be significant for 
further advances in the laboratory simulation of tornadoes.
There has been many efforts on the theoretical front in the 
study of concentrated vortices. Most of these studies, however, in­
volve untested simplifying assumptions due to the complicated nature of 
the governing fluid dynamic equations. Comprehensive reviews can be 
found by Lilly,13 Davies-Jones and Kessler‘s and Morton.1%
Among the studies, for example, leading to exact solutions of 
simplified equations are those of Burgers^® and Rott.® An exact solu­
tion to incompressible, steady state Navier-Stokes equations are de­
veloped there for a constant density swirling fluid with uniform hori­
zontal convergence and vertical convection. This solution (which is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter II and III) exhibits an essentially 
inviscid outer flow with an inner viscous core in solid body rotation. 
Simplifications introduced in the governing equations. —  specifically 
that of ignoring the viscous drag by the lower boundary —  seem to limit 
the application of this model to atmospheric vortices. Furthermore, the 
dimensions of the core in this solution do not seem to agree with the 
observations of real tornado cores. We will discuss this in more detail
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in Chapter III. Another example is the similarity solution developed 
by LonglG for a vortex in an infinite viscous fluid. This solution is 
also not very useful in the application to atmospheric vortices due to 
the overriding importance of viscous effects, even in regions far above 
the ground. The solution also exhibits a singularity on the axis which 
cannot exist in a real physical situation.
An example of an approximate solution to the flow, equations is 
that of Einstein and Liu^? for a single vortex configuration in an infi­
nite inviscid fluid. The lack of a vertical component of velocity in 
the solution for the region outside of the core is not in agreement, how­
ever, with observations of tornado flows. As generalization of the solu­
tion obtained by Einstein and Liu was developed by Lewellen^® using an 
asymptotic expansion involving a small parameter characterizing vortices 
with large circulation. However, the solution was found not to satisfy 
all the boundary conditions corresponding to a desired geometry. As­
suming only two dependent parameters, F [circulation of velocity) and 
V (kinematic viscosity), Serrin^^ developed an exact similarity solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equations for a line vortex in a semi-infinite 
fluid above the plane z = 0. The resulting numerical solution showed 
three distinct streamline patterns, one of which seems to pertain to 
t>mado-like flows. This streamline pattern-involves a downward-outward 
flow near the axis with inward-upward outer flow. The inner and outer
streamlines merge on a conical surface with half angle ct given as a
rfunction of tangential Reynolds number, R(=—  . The similarity solution 
obtained however, does not show a boundary layer flow. While the solu­
tion obtained by Serrin may be valid locally near the vortex-ground 
intersection, it does not appear to be uniformly valid throughout the
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flowfield. The flowfield measurements of the Dallas tornado of April 
2, 1957 as well as photographic evidence of other tornado vortices 
suggest a cylindrical symmetry unlike the similarity solution obtained 
by Serrin. Furthermore, Serrin's solution neglects the viscous core 
along the axis resulting in a singular solution with infinite tangen­
tial velocity on the axis.
The boundary-layer region of a vortex flow adjacent to a sur­
face has also been subject of numerous studies. However, in almost all 
of the studies pertaining to a tornado-like flow, the inviscid impressed 
flow has been assumed to be that of a non-converging flow with zero 
Vertical velocity. Hence the boundary-layer studies are primarily limited 
to potential vortex flows or similar purely swirling flows. For example, 
Kuo^® obtained a similarity solution for the boundary layer produced by 
a potential vortex near a boundary, assuming the ratio of boundary-layer 
thickness to a radial length scale to be small everywhere. Barcilon^^ 
in a study related to dust devils, obtained a boundary-layer solution 
for vortices driven by buoyancy. Assuming a potential vortex outer flow, 
the unbalanced radial pressure gradient near the lower plate drives the 
boundary layer flow toward the core where it is uplifted by byouancy 
maintaining the updraft necessary for the maintenance of the vortex. 
Burgraff, et ai. obtained the solution of the laminar boundary-layer 
equations associated with a potential vortex over a finite disk. The 
results, obtained by means of numerical integration of the partial dif­
ferential equations of boundary-layer theory, suggest a boundary-layer 
eruption at the vortex axis and show the strong secondary flow induced 
in the boundary layer by the inviscid pressure gradient. Also the
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momentum integral method was used to analyze the turbulent boundary- 
layer induced by a potential vortex by Weberns and Rott, et at, 
and later modified and compared with experimental results by Chang, at 
aZ.25
Although the variation of tangential component of velocity 
s eems to be accurately described by a potential vortex in the inviscid 
swirling flow region as Hoecker’s observations of Dallas tornado suggests, 
no such agreement seems to exist for the other components of velocity 
field in this region. Furthermore, it is believed that boundary-layer 
calculations for a potential vortex inviscid flow is probably not ap­
propriate to a swirling-converging inviscid flow which seems to be better 
model of a tornado flowfield. However, no investigation of the struc­
ture of the boundary-layer flow due to a turbulent axisymmetric swirling 
converging flow has yet been made. Such a study could show the effect 
of both swirl and convergence on the boundary-layer structure. Further­
more, observations in Ward’s tornado simulation apparatus indicate a 
complicated boundary-layer flow structure involving separation in the 
convection zone of the apparatus. The flow separation in the boundary 
layer in Ward’s apparatus has been observed through smoke visualization 
of the flow near the lower boundary. It is observed that the stream­
lines near the ground plane are uplifted from the boundary as they con­
verge toward the core. These streamlines, which presumably form a shear 
surface separating the converging flow from the back flow in the bound­
ary layer, quickly become unsteady showing small wave-like behavior and 
turbulence. However, smoke visualization of the flow on the ground 
closer to the core shows a boundary-layer flow with no separation. Thus,
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it is believed that flow separation occurs near the edge of the indraft 
diamber followed by a reattached boundary-layer flow region near the 
core. Furthermore, measurements of the radial pressure distribution on 
the lower boundary in Ward's flow simulation clearly indicate an unfavor­
able radial pressure gradient near the edge of the updraft chamber.
Closer to the axis, however, the pressure gradient becomes extremely 
favorable as shown by results to be presented in Chapter II. Hence, the 
measurements of pressure gradient impressed upon the boundary-layer flow 
also confirm the existence of a separated flow region followed by a re­
attached boundary layer near the core. Although a full understanding 
of the separated flows involves a rather complicated task, a study of 
boundary-layer would shed some light on the flow observed in Ward's ap­
paratus .
The core region of tornado-like vortices has also been subject 
to observation and study. As stated previously, Hoecker's observations 
of the Dallas tornado show a single-cell structure of a vortex in solid 
body rotation with updraft along the axis. Furthermore, it was suggested 
that the funnel aloft pendant from the cloud possess a double-cell 
structure consisting of a recirculating flow with downdraft along the 
axis and updraft along the boundary of the core funnel. The existence 
of the stagnation point on the tip of the funnel suggests vortex "break 
down". Many authors such as Soo,^® Kuo,Glaser^? and others have as­
sumed a simplified model of a laminar viscous core in solid body rota­
tion in conjunction with an outer inviscid potential vortex flow or 
similar purely swirling flow. The solution by Rott® also exhibits a 
viscous core with, however, a uniform vqpdraft everywhere including
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along the axis. Hie existence of a downdraft in the central portion 
of the core associated with an updraft along the boundary of the core 
is suggested by experiments of Turner,Ying and Changé as well as 
the observations of Ward^ as mentioned earlier. An exact double-cell 
structure solution to the steady-state, incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations were developed for an axisymmetric vortex by Sullivan^® and 
later a similar recirculatory structure was also suggested by a solut­
ion developed by Kuo.^S Assuming a recirculating flow and using ob­
servable features of tornado funnels Dergarabedian and Pendall®®'®! 
were able to derive a rough estimate of the maximum wind speeds in the 
proximity of the core in fair agreement with observations. Although 
the understanding of the details of the core region is essential for a 
correct modeling of tornado flows, there remains much confusion with re­
gard to the relationship of the tornado flow, the viscous core of solid 
body rotation and a recirculating core. For example, the spatial rela­
tionship between the tornado funnel, the condensation pressure isobar, 
and the recirculating core flow remain unknown.
The present study is divided into four main parts. The first 
part, given in Chapter II, comprises the results of a series of experi­
mental observations which were conducted on Ward's apparatus. Section
2.2 is devoted to results obtained in the investigation of the "core­
splitting" phenomenon. Using smoke visualization, the variation of 
critical swirl parameter with aspect ratio was determined for various 
values of volumetric inflow rate and was compared with previous calcu­
lations conducted by Parang. The results proved to be in good agree­
ment with the calculations in which tan^^r shown to vary linearly 
with the aspect ratio. Furthermore, a
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second series of experiments were performed to determine the effect of 
the inflow rate on at fixed aspect ratio. An empirical relation­
ship was then developed expressing the dependency of (|)ĝ on the volume­
tric inflow rate in the form of a Reynolds number. In Section 2.3, the 
results of experiments conducted to measure the velocity field are pre­
sented. A three-dimensional probe designed for this purpose was con­
structed and measurements of the velocity components at different radii 
and height in both the convergent and the convection zones were carried 
out. However, the bottom boundary layer as well as the core were ex­
cluded in these experiments. The measurements were all carried out for 
a stable single-cell vortex flow for different values of screen swirl 
parameters corresponding to different volumetric flow rates. Specifical­
ly, three experiments were conducted for three values of volumetric flow 
rate • (including zero inflow corresponding to a pure radial flow), and 
fixed aspect ratio to compare the effect of the updraft strength on the 
distribution of velocities. Furthermore, a set of measurement for a 
snail aspect ratio were also obtained to show the effect of comparatively 
shallower convergence zone on the velocity field. It is observed that 
the velocity field exhibits certain similarities with those of other 
experimental simulations of tornadoes as well as certain unique features 
due to the unique geometry of Ward's apparatus. Also, a series of 
measurements of surface pressure were obtained, utilizing a static 
pressure probe, for the convergent and the convection zones of the ap­
paratus. Measurements were made for two different values of inflow rate 
and these results are presented in this section. The unsteady character 
of the flow as well as the dimensions of the core flow, however, made
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any accurate flow measurements of the vortex impossible. Extensive 
modifications of the apparatus would be necessary before complete core 
flow measurements could be carried out. Nonetheless, through the place­
ment of a small propeller in the center of the core flow and the use of 
a strobe light the angular velocity of the propeller was measured for 
different values of the swirl parameter. Assuming a linear variation 
of tangential velocity in the core with the radius, a relationship was 
developed between the core angular velocity and the swirl parameter. 
Comparison of these calculations with the measurements showed good 
agreement. Finally the results of a set of measurements of the in­
dependence of the swirl and exhaust controls are given in Appendix 
A for the sake of completeness.
Chapter III of this work describes a theoretical study of the 
turbulent boundary-layer region of a tornado-like vortex. Specifically, 
the momentum integral method is used to obtain the structure of the 
turbulent boundary layer associated with a more general and, presumably, 
more realistic inviscid impressed flow. The outer, inviscid flow is as­
sumed to be that of a converging swirling vortex flow. The potential 
vortex, dealt with previously by other authors then corresponds to the 
special case of zero convergence of the inviscid flow. This swirling, 
converging inviscid flow allows for the existence of radial and axial 
velocities outside the boundary layer with these velocities components 
not necessarily being small compared with the tangential component of 
velocity. Results are presented for various ratios of the swirl to the 
flow, convergence. As discussed previously, the existence of a nonzero
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inviscid radial component of velocity at the boundary layer edge is 
thought to be of importance in the modeling of tornado dynamics as 
suggested by Hoecker's observations of Dallas tornado as well as the 
experimental results obtained using Ward's apparatus. The integrated 
boundary-layer equations, for reasons to be discussed later in detail, 
had to be derived in the inviscid streamline coordinate system and, 
hence, apply to a general impressed flow. Three special cases corre­
sponding to a decelerating, accelerating and a combined decelerating- 
accelerating converging flow were considered. The latter case is be­
lieved to be a good approximation to the flow observed in the Ward's ap­
paratus as suggested in the flow measurements in Chapter II. The equa­
tions were numerically integrated for each particular case and the re­
sults for different values of the swirl parameter were obtained. The 
results contain the solution of Chang, et dl?-̂  as a special case and ap­
pear to exhibit "separation" for certain ranges of the swirl parameters 
values.
Chapter IV includes a study of the core region of tornado flows. 
In particular, certain characteristics of tornado core are discussed 
based on the Hoecker’s observation of Dallas tornado. A four "funnel" 
inner structure is proposed for tornado core flows and an investigation 
of condensation of water vapor in the vicinity of core using Hoecker's 
measurements are included to substantiate the distinction between two 
different "funnels" in the core region. Although the calculations are 
based on order of magnitude analysis and hence are only crude estimates, 
the distinctions proposed appear justified.
Finally, in Chapter V concluding remarks are presented based on 
the experimental evidence obtained in Ward's apparatus as well as the
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boundary-layer calculations. A dynamic model of a tornado flow is pro­
posed and suggestions.are made for further experimental investigations 
as well as possible improvements of Ward's apparatus. A discussion on 
further future theoretical studies are also presented in this concluding 




The experimental observations of Ward's tornado simulation ap­
paratus were motivated by the observation of features similar to those 
observed by naturally-occurring tornadoes. The most unique feature of 
Ward's simulated tornado was the multiple vortex formation or "core 
splitting" phenomenon. Thus, along with the complete measurements of 
a single vortex flowfield, observations of the transition to multiple 
vortex flows were also conducted. The flow measurements, however, ex­
cluded the core flow region and the boundary layer produced on the 
bottom boundary. The small dimensions of these regions and extreme sen­
sitivity of the core flow to small disturbances made the measurements 
with a conventional pitot tube impossible. However, some general obser­
vations of the core flow as well as core angular velocity measurements 
were possible and were conducted. The results of these observations 
are also included in this chapter.
Before a description of the experiments is presented, however, 
some preliminary comments concerning the apparatus and certain problems 
that had to be overcome in initial phase of e:q>erimentations are in 
order.
The first problem was that of flow visualization. The importance
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of a good visualization technique which could reduce the disturbance 
of the flow to a minimum is clearly obvious. This is especially true 
of vortex flows where small disturbances tend to be amplified near the 
center of the vortex flow. Hence in the measurement of the critical 
swirl parameter necessary for the transition from a single-vortex flow 
to a two-vortex flow, for example, disturbances of the flow could 
cause large errors in the measured values of ^̂ r* Furthermore, the 
visualization of the flow had to be continuous if the transition to a 
double vortex was to be clearly observed. This is important since the 
transition occurs suddenly as the flow parameters —  e.g. volumetric 
flow rate —  are changed. The problem was resolved by a continuous 
slow injection of titanium tetrachloride (T̂ Cl̂ j through a small hole 
in the center of the lower boundary of the apparatus. When mixed with 
slightly humid air, T^Cl^ forms a dense white smoke which is easily 
visualized. The injection of T^Cl^ was made possible by means of a 
gravity feed from a small burette outside of the apparatus. Thus there 
was a minimum disturbance of the flowfield by this technique.
The second problem was that of calibration. The swirl angle 
was measured directly by a wind vane located near the screen. The ex­
haust fan and screen were driven by two identical small motors each con­
nected to a transformer. One of the two identical transformers, then, 
controlled the volumetric flow rate and the other the swirl given to the 
flow by means of the screen. Although the screen velocity was fixed for 
most of the measurements, the volumetric flow rate had to be changed in 
different experimental measurements. Hence the exhaust fan power had 
to be calibrated for volumetric flow rate. This was achieved by directly
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measuring the velocity at the screen for different values of the fan 
power setting. The volumetric flow rate was then directly calculated 
from the measured value of the velocity and the dimensions of the appara­
tus.
There also were problems relating to the unsteady fluctuations 
in the vortex flowfield. There are, at least, four causes of these 
fluctuations. The first cause is due to the fact that the flow is ex­
hausted to the ambient air outside of the room through a discharge tun­
nel. The variation in wind velocity due to gusting conditions outside 
the laboratory was clearly seen to effect the volumetric flow rate 
through the fan. The second cause could be found in the design of the 
gear system connecting the motor and the rotating meshwire screen. This 
caused disturbances in the flow which, after amplification in the central 
part of the apparatus, caused severe fluctuations and created substantial 
inaccuracies in measurements. The two other possible reasons contri­
buting to the scatter in the data are due to the surges in the power 
source as well as in the electrical equipments used in operating the fan 
and the screen.
Although it is impossible to completely eliminate noise and 
fluctuations, care was taken to reduce the effect of these fluctuations 
and flow unsteadiness. For example, all experiments were conducted at 
night when wind gusts were at a minimum. Likewise, within the framework 
of the existing design of the apparatus, every effort was undertaken to 
improve the quality of the parts incorporated within the apparatus. How­
ever, suggestions for a better design and possible modifications and im­
provements for a more noise-free experiment can be made and they will be 
discussed later.
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2.2 Multiple Vortex Formation.
The single vortex flow observed in Ward's apparatus is a stable 
flow only within certain range of the ratio of the swirl to convergence 
of the flow. This ratio can be expressed in terras of the swirl parameter 
defined as the ratio of the tangential to the radial components of veloc­
ity at the edge of the apparatus. That is, the swirl angle <J> is defined 
by
tan* = C p screen '
An increase in the swirl parameter corresponding to an increase in (|> re­
sults in a stable single vortex flow configuration only below certain 
values of (p. Increases in  ̂result in increases in the diameter of the 
vortex core. Ward's observations of the variation of the core diameter 
with swirl angle <() were shown to be proportional to tan^*.
The single vortex is observed to be unstable at a critical value 
of the swirl angle, Increasing * beyond <|)̂p results in a sudden
replacement of the single vortex configuration by a two-vortex system 
displaced symmetrically with respect to the center of the apparatus.
The vortices were observed to rotate about the center of the apparatus 
in the direction of the swirling outer flow. This configuration also 
proved to be unstable for values of (|> above a second critical swirl angle. 
An increase in <j) beyond the first critical value would result in further 
separation of the two vortices until at a second critical value of <p, con­
figuration is suddenly replaced by a three-vortex system. A four-vortex 
system can also be produced by Ward's apparatus for sufficiently large 
values of *.
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The multiple vortex formation is believed to be related to the 
advection of vorticity produced at the boundary. Flow convergence re­
sults in concentration of the vorticity produced in the boundary layer 
around the basic vortex. The existence of a downdraft along the axis 
with an outward radial flow observed through smoke visualization then 
is responsible for concentrating this vorticity produced in the boundary 
layer in a ring-shaped region around the basic vortex. The existence of 
this shear layer ring is believed to be responsible for the "core split­
ting" observed at even relatively small values of That is, the rea­
son for "core splitting" should probably be sought in the instability 
of the ring-shaped shear layer concentrated around the basic vortex. In­
creasing the imposed swirl results in a larger downflow (larger diameter 
of the core) and an increase in the vorticity produced in the boundary 
layer. Sufficiently close to the critical values of the unstable 
ring-shaped shear layer about the vortex is then reorganized into two 
concentrated vortices separated by an irrotational flow as observed in 
the experiments.
Due to the complexity of the flow, a conventional stability 
calculation in which the effect of small perturbation on the basic vortex 
flow is investigated, was ruled out. Instead, the application of cer­
tain basic concepts of mechanics allows an upper bound for the swirl 
angle * in a single vortex flow configuration.to be estimated. These 
calculations are given in detail in Ref. 5 . Briefly, by application 
of Newton's second law under steady state conditions, it is shown that 
for a single-vortex configuration the rate at which angular momentum 
flows into the apparatus could be exceeded by the net torque exerted
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by the boundary of the apparatus on the flow at sufficiently large 
values of This is obviously an impossible situation and the single 
vortex configuration is not dynamically possible at these values of ÿ.
Specifically, the rate at which angular momentum flows into 
the apparatus, M, is
M = ph rgTUg (2.2)
where r, rg and Ug are the circulation of the velocity at the screen 
(2 ft rgVg), the radius and the radial velocity at the screen, respective­
ly. Note that M varies linearly with r at fixed h, rg and Ug. The torque 
T exerted by the boundary on the flow is due primarily to viscous forces 
acting at the boundary of the apparatus. This torque varies nonlinearly
with r. Assuming a single line vortex configuration, T varies approxi-
3/2 9/5mately as r for a laminar flow and r for a turbulent flow. It
can be shown that the contribution of the core region to the total torque 
is negligible (more detailed calculations verify this assumption^^).
Hence neglecting the region close to the core and assuming an attached 
turbulent boundary layer, T increases more rapidly with r than M. Thus 
for r sufficiently large, T will exceed M and, as mentioned earlier, 
this situation is dynamically impossible. We can conclude then that 
vhen the calculated value of T (determined assuming a single line vortex 
configuration is greater than N, the assumption of a single line vortex 
configuration is not valid. It can be shown further that if one assumes 
the single line vortex of strength r undergoes transition to a two- 
vortex configuration, each vortex being of strength r/2, the resulting 
torque exerted by the two vortices is less than that of the single 
vortex of strength T. Thus, for situations where the single vortex flow 
is dynamically impossible, the two-vortex flow is dynamically possible.
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The critical condition for transition occurs when the rate at which an­
gular momentum flows into the apparatus M equals the torque exerted by 
the ground on the single vortex flow Tg^,
Ter = M = CphrgrUg) . (2.3)
A result for follows once is known. One can estimate Tgr from 
the result for the torque Tj due to a disk rotating in a fluid at rest.
One then obtains
Tj = 0.0093 pv^/V^^rg (2.4)
for turbulent flow. This result neglects the effect of the volumetric 
flow rate Q on the torque. Thus from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), we have
tan (j) = Const. ~  (-S-)^ • (2.5)Pg TgV
Thus, for a fixed Q, tan^g^ varies linearly with h/rg, a result which 
agrees to within about 13 per cent with the results obtained by Ward. 
However, the results obtained by Ward were for various values of Q, not 
a fixed value. Thus it was necessary to conduct experiments to overcome 
this limitation of Ward's data as well as determine the effect of the 
inflow on the torque exerted on the flow by the boundary. Hence experi­
ments were conducted in which the variation of *g^ with both the aspect 
ratio, h/rg, and the volumetric flow rate, Q, were measured. The re­
sults are presented in Table I.
The vortex transition in each observation was made visible 
through a small continuous injection of T^Ca^ through a small hole in 
the center of the apparatus as discussed before. Measurements were be­
gun by setting the fan power transformer to zero power and then increasing
Table I. Variation of tan çj. with cylindrical height (h) for different volumetric flow 
rates (Q).
Q(ftVsec)
h/rg 22 27.9 32.4 35.6 38.8 42.4 44.6 50.8 55.4
.242 .573 .539 .530 .522. . .496 .488 .479 .460 .429
.287 .729 .690 .665 .601 .596 .580 .577 .547 .531
.315 .857 .776 .754 .735 .716 .669 .675 .652 .615
.35 .959 .959 .893 .857 .839 .798 .788 .771 .744
.392 1.005 .933 .919 .90 .859 .858 .861 .841 .826
.421 1.084 1.013 1.042 1.021 1.00 .974 .994 .974 .949
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the power to the desired value. The screen angular velocity was then 
gradually increased from zero by means of a separate power transformer 
until the single vortex configuration was observed to "split" into a 
two-vortex configuration. A sketch of the two configuration is shown 
in Fig. 1.4. The swirl parameter at this critical condition was then 
measured by a wind vane and the critical values of the screen and ex­
haust fan power were read from the transformers.
After each data point was obtained, the transformers were set 
to zero and the flow was brought to rest. There are two reasons for 
bringing the flow to rest and zeroing the transformers. First, single 
and multiple vortex flows exhibit a hysteresis behavior. That is, after 
a "forward" transition from the single vortex condition to a two-vortex 
condition occurred, the flow would not undergo a "backward" transition 
to a single-vortex condition until the swirl angle was significantly 
less than the "forward" critical value. Hence, data obtained for 
might vary if the initial conditions of the flow were different. Second, 
the transformers were always set at their desired values by increasing 
from zero in order to avoid hysteresis behavior in the electrical in­
struments ie.g, screen motor, fan motor, and transformers). Measurements 
were repeated to ensure the absence of any such hysteresis effect.
The variation of tan<j>̂  ̂with volumetric flow rate Q for differ­
ent aspect ratios h/rg is presented in Figs. 2.1-2.6. These data show 
that the critical value of the swirl parameter decreases with increasing 
volumetric flow rate Q at a given aspect ratio h/rg. Furthermore, for a 
given Q, the values of tan*g^ increase with h/rg in an approximately 
linear way as shown in Fig. 2.7 for Q = 42.4 ft^/sec. Thus, although
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the linear variation of tan*cp with h/rg for a fixed Q obtained theore­
tically in Ref. 5 appears to remain valid, the effect of volumetric flow 
rate Q on tan*cr correctly given by Eq. 2.5.
The measured relation between tan*^^, h/rg, and Q can be empir­
ically correlated by
^  . (2.6)
within the range of experimental values obtained. This relationship 
implicitly assumes
0 as Qx» (2.7a)
as . (2.7b)
We have chosen to write the Q dependence in Eq. (2.6) in terms of 
(Q/rgV) as this is a nondimensional quantity (a radial Reynolds number)
and both rg and v did not vary throughout the experiments. Now tan* is
defined such that
“ (^)cT • (2 8)
Thus, we conclude from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8)
. (2.9)
The result for M, the rate at which angular momentum flows into 
the apparatus, can be written
M = phrgTU
g 75 hUg
' P' "^\(p&) • (2 1°)
Substituting for r from Eq. (2.9) and equating this to Tj for the
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critical condition, we have
= (2.11)
^»theor.
where is the result given by Eq, (2.4). Thus the experimental
results indicate that the factor (Q/vrg)^ should be included in Eq.
(2.4) to empirically condensate for the neglected effect of the radial
»
inflow in that result.
The cause of the scatter in data in Figs. 2.1-2.7 is believed 
to be the fluctuations in volumetric flow rate. The two most inçortant 
reasons for these fluctuations are the ambient wind gusting and power 
surges in the electrical system which were discussed previously. It 
can, however, be safely concluded from the experimental results that 
the critical swirl parameter necessary for "core splitting" varies linearly 
with the convergent zone aspect ratio, h/rg. Furthermore, the variation 
of the critical swirl parameter with volumetric flow rate, Q, can be 
correlated by (Q/rgv)”^̂ ^̂ .̂ Although the former results were predicted 
theoretically in Ref. 5 using a single line potential vortex, the latter 
is not obtained assuming the same model.
2.3 Velocity Measurements.
Velocity measurements were made with a pitot-static tube. The 
pitot-static tube measures the difference between the static pressure 
p and total pressure p^ from which the velocity V can be deduced ac­
cording to the Bernoulli equation
Pg = p + . (2.12)
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As the pitot-static tube must be aligned with the flow direction to 
measure both p and p^, the tube was mounted on a traverse mechanism 
(Plate 2.1) which allowed placement and orientation. Briefly, the 
traverse mechanism consisted of two arms OA and OB of equal length, 
two graduate!circular unislides B and C, and a vertical unislide D.
The unislides were manufactured by Velmex, Inc. The arms OA and OB 
were riveted at one end to the pitot tube and at the other to the circu­
lar unislide B. It was then possible to rotate the pitot tube to any 
desired angle 0 by rotating unislide B as shown in Fig. 2.8. This as­
sembly was attached to the vertical unislide D allowing placement of 
the pitot tube at any desired height z above the lower boundary.
Finally, by placing unislide D and its attachments on the larger circu­
lar unislide C as shown in Fig. 2.8, the pitot-static tube could be 
directed to any desired azimuthal angle <(i.
Alignment of the pitot-static tube with the flow direction re­
quired knowledge of the two spherical polar coordinate angles 8 and <|) 
that the velocity vector makes with respect to specified axes (in the 
radial and vertical directions). In principle, the pitot-static tube, 
itself, could be used for this purpose as the total pressure is maxi­
mized when the tube is aligned with the flow. However, the small dy­
namic pressures along with the unsteadiness in the flow made this method 
of alignment impractical. While,electronic filtering of the pressure 
signal may have made this method feasible, both funds available and time 
dictated a simpler and cruder approach. A small wind vane was designed 
which could be attached directly to the ends of the arms OA and OB of 
the traverse mechanism. The small vane was set horizontally and
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vertically and the angles 6 and <p were measured. Once the angles were 
determined, the pitot-static tube was then aligned with the flow through 
manipulation of the two circular unislides. While this method of 
alignment was satisfactory for most of the flowfield, the dimensions 
of the wind vane made measurement of the flow direction near the bound­
aries impossible by this technique. To overcome this difficulty, 
smoke was introduced into the flow making it possible to visualize the 
streamline containing the point of interest. The pitot-static tube was 
then aligned with the smoke; that is, with the direction of the stream­
line passing through the point of interest. Thus, the direction of the 
velocity vector at different points in the flow was measured using a 
wind vane and the T\C&^ smoke.
The differential pressure output from the pitot-static tube was 
inputed to a Barocel pressure sensor (type 511) connected to a Barocel 
electronic manometer (type 1012). The signal from the electronic mano­
meter was then recorded on a strip chart recorder. Thus, by measuring 
the total velocity V at any point in the flow and the angles 0 and *, 
the three components of velocity V*, V*, W* (referred to as cylindrical 
polar coordinates) at any point (r,z) could be calculated.
Velocity measurements were made for two values of the volumetric 
flow rate Q (approximately 47 ft^/sec and 35 ft^/sec) with the height h 
fixed at 12" (corresponding to an aspect ratio of %). We shall refer 
to the data obtained with Q equal to 47 ft^/sec and 35 ft^/sec as Cases 
I and II, respectively. A third set of measurements. Case III, were 
made with Q equal to approximately 47 ft^sec and h equal to 6" (corre­
sponding to an aspect ratio of . The screen velocity Vg was held8
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constant for all of the measurement. The imposed swirl angles were 5® 
and 8® for the Cases I and II while was equal to 2® for Case III.
Finally, a fourth and fifth set of measurements. Cases IV and V, were 
made with Q = 47 ft^/sec and 35 ft^/sec and the screen velocity set to 
zero —  i.e. purely radial flows. The various cases are listed in 
Table II.
• Figures 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 give the measured variation of the 
radial, tangential, and vertical components of velocity (that is, Ü*,
V*, W* respectively) with height z at different radii for Case I.
Figures 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14 give the same results for Case II while 
Figures 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 give the results for Case III. Figures 2.18, 
2.19, 2,20 and 2.21 give the radial and vertical velocities for Cases IV 
and V, respectively.
The data in the outer convergent zone (42">r>24") show that the 
radial velocity U* outside the boundary layer does not vaiy with height 
z. The flow in this region is similar to radial flow between parallel 
plates with a variation in the radial direction only. As shown in Figs. 
2.9, 2.12 and 2.15, the radial velocity increases with decreasing radius 
due to conservation of mass. Near the beginning of the convection zone 
(r =24"), the flow near the top of the convergent zone is accelerated 
as it is convected upward. This "edge effect" is most apparent in the 
rqpid increase in the radial velocity U* at r = 24", especially near z=h.
The edge effect diminishes as the radius decreases below 24". However 
this edge effect is still evident at r =18" where there is a slight in­
crease of U* at the larger values of z. Also, near the vortex at the 
center of the apparatus, there is a slight increase in the radial veloc­
ity near the bottom boundary. This increase in U* grows toward the center.
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I 47 5 12
II 35 8 12
III 47 2 6
IV 47 0 12
V 35 0 12
In all cases, the radius rg of the screen was held fixed 
at 48" and the radius r^ of the convection zone was held
fixed at 24".
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Away from the bottom boundary, however, the radial velocity decreases 
with decreasing radius. Figures 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24 show that U* de­
creases with decreasing r in an approximately linear fashion in the inner 
convergent zone. The behavior of the radial velocity in Case II seems 
to provide an exception to the linear behavior. Specifically, the 
values of U* at r =12" and r = 8" with z = 6" are almost the same. Ex­
amining Fig. 2.12, we note that this is due to the radial acceleration
as r tends to zero near the lower boundary. Indeed, if we had plotted 
U* versus r for z less than 6", U* would increase as r approaches zero 
while forzgreater than 6", Ü* would decrease as r approaches zero.
This seemingly unusual behavior, however, is, to a smaller degree, pre­
sent in Case I as well as in Case III. A study of the vertical profiles 
of radial velocity in Cases I and II given in Figs. 2.9 and 2.12 clearly 
demonstrate this fact. The radial component of velocity at r =12" in 
both cases show a distinct increase indicating an accelerating flow 
near the ground. This acceleration seems to continue and the relative 
growth of the measured values of the radial component of velocity is 
clearly visible at r = 8". This phenomenon is believed to be associated 
with the separation of the boundary layer on the lower boundary. The 
flow separation seems to occur somewhere between r =24" and r =18" with 
the particular values of swirl parameter in Cases I through III. The 
separation is due to a slightly adverse pressure gradient imposed on
the boundary layer in this region. The resulting flow is probably an
attached symmetric recirculatory eddy flow which extends horizontally 
far into the convection zone near the basic vortex. A sketch of a 
meridional cross section illustrating this separated flow is shown in
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Fig. 2.25. In fact, by means of flow visualization, it can be observed 
that the flow streamlines near the bottom boundary are clearly curved 
toward as they extend into the convection zone. Furthermore, smoke in­
troduced near the center indicates a "reattached" turbulent boundary 
layer at the ’ground near the center of the apparatus. This reattach­
ment is believed to be due to high swirl in the flow near the core cor­
responding to a large local swirl parameter. Although a boundary-layer 
flow measurement should be conducted for a better understanding of the 
flow structure in this region, a boundary layer calculation based on an 
approximately similar model of Ward’s inviscid flow would be helpful in 
clarifying some of the ambiguities in this flow regime. Such a calcula­
tion along with the discussion of the results is given in Chapter IV.
The tangential velocity V* is observed to remain relatively con­
stant with height z at any fixed radius r. One exception to this is the 
small deviation near r = 24" which is due to the "edge effect." The 
second exception is the increase of V* near the bottom boundary in Cases 
I and II which is similar to the variation of the radial velocity U* and 
is also believed to be associated with flow separation. The relative 
lack of variation of V* with z remains otherwise true throughout the flow.
The vertical velocity W* is very small in the outer convergent 
zone (r>24"). However, a rapid increase occurs at r =24" due to the im­
posed upward convection. In the inner convergent zone (r<24") the verti­
cal velocity W* increases almost linearly with height z for any particu­
lar value of r. The rate of increase of W* with z appears to decrease 
slightly as r decreases.
A comparison of these results with a theoretical model is of
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interest. The Rott-Burgers vortex^^ is an exact solution of the 
Navier-Stokes equations and is often used as a model of natural vortices. 
This flow is given by
r 2U* = -ar, V* = [i-exp(- W* = 2az (2.13a-c)
where a is a positive constant and Too is the constant value of the cir­
culation far from the axis r = 0. For values of r sufficiently large 
relative to the "core" size (the core is a region of solid body rotation 
with extent of the order of /2v7a), the Rott-Burgers solution can be ap­
proximated by that of a potential vortex with a superimposed meridional 
flow,
U* = -ar, V* = ^  , W* = 2az . (2.14a-c)
As shown in Figs. 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24 the radial velocity U* varies ap­
proximately linearly with r for r < 24". The vertical velocity W* is al­
so seen to have a linear variation with z. And sufficiently far from 
the edge of the convection zone (r =24"), W* remains almost independent 
of r. Finally, the tangential velocity varies roughly like 1/r. This 
is shown in Fig. 2.26 where depth averaged values of (rV ) are presented 
for comparison with the theoretical model (rV* =constant). The compari­
son is fair for Cases. I and II and rather poor for Case III. This poor 
comparison with Case III is attributed, in part, to the high level of 
flow unsteadiness in that case, especially in the inner part of the con­
vergent zone. Thus the present results seem to agree qualitatively with 
the Rott-Burgers vortex. However, the size of the observed core cannot 
be made to agree with the Rott-Burgers result for any reasonable value 
of the viscosity v. The significant difference in the core size indicates
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a difference in the core flow. The observation of Ward's flow as well 
as naturally-occurring tornadoes suggest a fundamentally different 
structure for the core than the proposed model of the Rott-Burgers vor­
tex. We shall discuss this question further in Chapter IV.
Among the factors that could be responsible for errors in measure­
ments was the flow sensitivity to ambient wind gusts. Efforts were made 
to minimize the effects of the ambient winds on the flow. All experi­
ments were performed at night with velocity less than five miles per 
hour. This greatly limits the number of evenings when experiments can 
be run. Other factors contributing to the experimental uncertainty were 
the warping of the meshwire screen and slippage between the screen and 
the linkage connecting the screen motor and the screen. In general, 
this unsteady flow behavior is amplified near the core region and, 
as observed, the data scatter is substantially higher in this region.
Also, the unsteadiness was more pronounced for the higher values of the 
radial velocity U* at the screen. Finally, there were errors associated 
with the visual alignment of the pitot-static tube with the flow direc­
tion which also contribute to the data scatter. This is especially true 
near the center of the convergent zone where the unsteadiness in the 
flow is an5 )lified.
2.4 Surface Pressure Measurements.
The earlier theoretical calculations^ emphasize the importance 
of the flow in the viscous boundary layers on the walls of the apparatus. 
Calculation of the flow in the bottom boundary layer requires knowledge 
of the pressure gradient impressed on it. This pressure gradient is, to 
within the order of the error of classical boundary layer theory, the
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same as that acting on the bottom boundary. The pressure distribution 
acting on this surface was obtained for Cases I and II (h=12", ^screen 
= 0.13 ft/sec, and Q =47 ft^/sec and 35 ft^/sec., respectively). Mea­
surements were made at eleven radial stations. These stations were 
closer together near the vortex at the center of the apparatus where 
the pressure changes most rapidly. The pressures were all measured 
relative to ambient. The results are shown in Fig. 2.27.
The results show that the pressure remains relatively constant 
in the other convergent zone (r>18") and decreases rapidly in the inner 
convergent zone (r<18"). The difference between the two sets of data 
is significant only in the inner regions. For Case I a slight relative 
minimum is observed in the surface pressure distribution in the region 
r>24”. While this agrees with the results obtained by Ward, the extent 
of the decrease is not as pronounced as that obtained in Ref.^. Al­
though the measured decrease is not significant, the pressure "hill" is 
probably sufficient for boundary layer separation to occur. Furthermore, 
the minimum is seen to occur in the proximity of the boundary of the 
convergence and convection zone. Hence these observations seem to be 
consistent with the behavior of the visualized streamlines near this 
point.
For r less than about 18", the pressure varies almost as r"̂ . 
Thus the pressure in the inner convergent zone can be described to with­
in the order of accuracy of the e:q)erimental data, as that of a poten­
tial vortex. We shall return to this point later, when a boundary layer 
calculation corresponding to Ward's flow model is discussed.
Because of the unsteady character of the vortex and possible
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flow separation, high frequency, turbulent-like oscillation in the 
pressure were observed near the center of the flow (especially at r = 0" 
and r =1"). This unsteadiness, of course, contributes significantly to 
the inaccuracies in the data.
2.5 Core Angular Velocity Measurements.
The unsteadiness of the vortex itself and its sensitivity to 
disturbances by the instruments available made detailed velocity surveys 
in the vortex core impossible. This does not of course diminish the in­
terest in and inportance of data on the core structure. Flow visualiza­
tion using T^C&^ smoke indicated that the vertical velocity along the 
axis of the vortex was downward suggesting a recirculating meridional 
flow in the core.
In order to obtain some understanding of the tangential velocity 
in the vortex core, measurements of the core angular velocity were con­
ducted. A small propeller, designed for this purpose, was placed inside 
the vortex core. Provided the propeller is sufficiently small, its angu­
lar velocity should be equal to the angular velocity of the fluid at the 
center of the vortex core (e.g. one-half the vertical component of vor- 
ticity). The angular velocity of the propeller was measured by means 
of a strobe light. Data was first obtained for various values of the 
volumetric flow rate Q keeping the screen velocity fixed. Three sets 
of data were obtained for three different values of Vg (approximately 
0.13, 0.18, and 0.23 ft/sec). The depth of the convergent zone was held 
constant at 12" for all measurements. The results are given in Fig. 2.28 
where the period of rotation T is plotted as a function of the fourth 
power of the tangent of the swirl angle, tan'̂tj». The data shows that T 
varies almost linearly with tan**(j).
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This result agrees quite well with a calculation based on a 
modified Rott-Burgers model of the vortex. The angular velocity w at 
the center of the vortex core is
where r^ is the actual radius of the vortex core and r„ is again the 
constant circulation far from the axis of the vortex. It has been shown 
theoretically^ and experimentally^ that the core radius varies with 
the swirl angle (|» according to
r^ = rgtan2(j) (2.16)
where r^ is the radius of the convergent zone. Substituting Eq.
(2.16) in Eq. (2.15) we obtain
4iT̂ r̂
T = -p-S tan‘*(|) , (2.17)
which compares quite favorably with the experimental results. That is, 
for fixed Vg, corresponding to fixed r , T varies linearly with tan"*<().
In a related set of experiments the angular velocity of the 
propeller was measured for different values of the screen velocity at
a constant volumetric flow rate Q for three different values of Q (57.8,
50.8, and 38.8 ft^/sec). The experimental results are given in Fig.
2.29 where the period T is plotted as a function of tan̂ <(i. A corresponding 
theoretical result can also be obtained. The circulation is given by
r = 2nrgV* (2.18)
which can be rewritten
r = 2nrgUstan* (2.19)
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or
r = ̂  tan* . (2.20)
Substituting this result in Eq. (2.17), we obtain
4%r^h _
T = --qf- tan * (2 .2 1 )
Hence with Q and h held fixed, T varies linearly with tan̂ (J). This
theoretical result compares favorably with the experimental data in 
Fig.2.29 except for small angles (less then 8°). The deviation be­
tween theory and experiment at small values of the swirl angle is at­
tributed to the unsteadiness of the flow for small swirl angles (high 
radial velocity at the screen Ug) as described earlier. The small 
radius of the observed core relative to the propeller size is also be­
lieved to be a factor contributing to the scatter of the data at low 
swirl angles.
In the measurements of the core angular velocity, care was taken 
to avoid transition to a two-vortex configuration. It was observed, 
however, that upon transition to a two-vortex configuration, the pro­
peller (which was positioned in the center of the apparatus) showed no 
significant rotation. This verifies the assumption made in the theore­
tical calculation of Jischke and Parang® that the two-vortex system 
can be modeled as two viscous line vortices with an essentially irro- 




In summary, the main features of the simulated tornado flow­
field can be described as follows. First, sufficiently far above the 
lower boundary, the radial and tangential components of velocity can 
be assumed to vary only with radius. This is approximately true through­
out the convergent and lower updraft flow regions. Furthermore, the 
radial velocity can be assumed to vary as -1/r in the convergence zone 
and as -r in the updraft region of the apparatus. The tangential ve­
locity exhibits a behavior similar to a potential vortex flow. That is, 
v*~ 1/r outside the core. The "edge effect" will be ignored. The 
radial variation of the pressure also behaves as l/r% in the updraft 
zone similar to the potential vortex flow. Hence, the pressure field 
is approximated by the cyclostrophic balance in the radial momentum 
equation,
- i | |  = Ç ,  C2.22,
in this region. Finally, a linear variation of the tangential velocity 
component in the core is consistent with the experimental results ob­
tained herein.
It is important, however, to note that a more detailed flowfield 
could be described. This formulation would include the effect of the 
separation of the boundary layer, especially near the core region. Also, 
such a description should include details of the interaction of the 
separated flow with the pressure field imposed on the boundary layer.
In spite of this, a more simple and straightforward approach will be 
taken here. It is believed that the above-mentioned form of the velocity
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field as well as the radial variation of the surface pressure are a 
sufficiently good approximation to the results obtained in the experi­
ments. Furtheimore, the simple analytical form of these approximations 
allow a boundary layer calculation to be conducted. It should be further 
stated that although such important factors as the interaction of the 
separated flow and the inviscid flow region is not included, it will be 
shown.that the existence of a flow separation is suggested by the bound­
ary layer calculations to be described shortly.
Hence, a swirling-converging flow field fan be assumed to be a good 
approximation to the flowfield in Ward's apparatus. This velocity field 
is given by
U* = U*(r), V* = (2.23a-b)^ref -
with the vertical velocity W following from mass conservation as
w* = - I  A  [ru*(r)l (2.24)
in agreement with observations.
Furthermore, the radial velocity behaves approximately as
U*(r)- - ~  in the convergent zone (2.25a)
U*(r)~ - r in the convection zone . (2.25b)
This swirling converging flow, presumably an accurate model of 
a tornado flowfield, is utilized in subsequent chapters of this work.
CHAPTER III 
BOUND^Y LAYER OP A TORNADO-LIKE VORTEX
3.1 Introductory Remarks.
In this chapter we shall investigate the boundary-layer structure 
associated with a vortex flow model. This region of the vortex flow is 
of great interest —  especially in tornadoes —  for several reasons. 
First, it is in this region that the people and their structures are 
located. Hence an accurate estimate of wind velocities in this region 
is of importance. Second, the debris pattern and the damage to trees 
and grassy fields produced by tornadoes are also principally due to the 
flowfield in this region. Since the observations of the damage pattern 
is one of the few available means of investigating naturally-occurring 
tornadoes, a knowledge of boundary-layer structures could enhance under­
standing of the overall flowfield of these intense vortices. Third, the 
boundary-layer region has been suggested as being responsible for the 
phenomenon of "core splitting" observed in Ward's apparatus as well as 
in the naturally-occurring tornadoes. An accurate estimation of the 
torque exerted on the flow by the lower boundary can only be found, how­
ever, by a boundary-layer calculation using a realistic model of the 
inviscid flow.
All of the previous investigations of the boundary layer region 
of vortex flows over a surface have been limited so far to that of a 
pure potential vortex [Burgers, Long, and Einstein] as discussed before.
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But this flow is not an adequate model of the vortex flows associated 
with tornadoes in that they ignore the flow convergence imposed on the 
boundary layer. The existence of a radial component of velocity can 
be deduced from the measurements of the 1957 Dallas tornado as well as 
in Ward's apparatus. Furthermore, the potential vortex model of the 
tornado is a special case of the more general class of swirling con­
verging flows. It is not likely that the complicated flow structure 
of a tornado can be accurately modeled by the relatively special swirling 
flow with tçdraft limited only to a narrow region of the core. A swirling, 
converging flow model which allows for a wide range of the values of the 
swirl parameter (swirl to convergence ratio) is more likely to describe 
the great variety of intensity, shape and wind velocities observed in 
tornadoes.
Hence the turbulent boundary-layer due to a swirling, converging 
axisymmetric steady flow with constant density over a finite circular 
disk of radius R was investigated using Von Karman's [1921] integral 
momentum method. The boundary layer equations were developed for the 
inviscid flowfield given by
U* = U*(r,z) , V* = -5 ^  , W* = W*(r,z) . (3.1)
The tangential component is that of a potential vortex which (except 
for V*=0) is the only inviscid solution to the constant density axisym­
metric flow equations (no body force) for which V* is a constant at 
some radius r = R. Near the ground (z = 0), the meridional flow has the 
form
U* = U*(r), W* = - [rU*(r)3 . (3.2)
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While the theory to be developed will be valid for arbitrary U*(r), 
there is particular interest in the cases
(i) U*(r) 1
(ii) U*(r)~ - r (3.3)
corresponding to the regions of low-level convergence and updraft, rê  
spectively, in the Ward's tornado flow simulation. Also a third case 
of a converging-convecting flow composed of a mixed solution of the above
two cases corresponding to a combination of the flow regions of Ward's
apparatus is also included.
The boundary layer equations for this swirling converging,flow
have to be developed in a suitable coordinate system and integrated to­
ward the axis, using appropriate initial conditions at the edge of the
disk. It is important to note here, that although a solution of integral
form of the boundary layer equations can be straightforwardly obtained 
using cylindrical polar coordinates for the case of pure potential vortex 
(U* = 0), it is not straightforward for the more general cases associated 
with nonzero Ü*. In particular, the cylindrical polar coordinate system 
cannot be used for nonzero U* and a more general coordinate system is 
necessary. The need for a more general coordinate system appears to 
arise physically from the nature of the basic force balance in the flow­
field. Physically, the fluid outside the boundary layer is accelerated 
along the inviscid streamlines by the inviscid pressure gradient. Near 
the wall in the boundary layer this flow is retarded by viscous stresses, 
the viscous stress being jprimarity directed opposite to the inviscid flow. 
The pressure gradient normal to the streamlines, which balances the
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centripetal acceleration due to streamline curvature in the inviscid 
streamlines. For turbulent flows, the shear stresses at the boundary 
which are used in the momentum integral method are only known approxi­
mately by means of empirical equations. These empirical shear stress 
laws are only valid if expressed in the direction of the inviscid flow 
That is, in the turbulent boundary layer the choice of the coordinate 
system, is limited to a coordinate system which is aligned with the in- 
visic flow at all times if the empirical shear stress laws are to be 
used. The cylindrical polar coordinate system is only useful for the 
special cases of a pure potential vortex inviscid flow (V*?^0,U* = 0) and 
purely radial inflow (V*=0,U*j^0) since only in these cases do cylindri­
cal polar coordinates happen to coincide with the inviscid streamline 
direction and the direction normal to it. Hence in order to employ mo­
mentum integral method for turbulent boundary layer in conjunction with 
the empirical shear stress laws (which are only valid if expressed in a 
coordinate system aligned with the inviscid impressed flow) one must use 
the inviscid streamline coordinate system. In fact, only in this coordi­
nate system is one able to obtain a meaningful, physically acceptable 
and consistent solution at the edge of the disk. More detailed discus­
sion on this point is included in Appendix B. Thus in the general case 
(V*j^O,U*yo) for a turbulent boundary-layer flow, the use of a coordi­
nate system (s,n,z) aligned with the inviscid flow at the 
edge of the boundary layer is necessary. The (s,n,z) coordinate system 
is defined such that the unit vectors in the s and n directions, êg and 
ôn» are given by
* Gg = 0 6* = *z * *s • (3-4)
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Here is the inviscid velocity vector on the gound (z = 0).
We now proceed to derive the basic boundary-layer equations 
and their integral form, the general relations governing the metric 
coefficients for the inviscid streamline coordinates and their specific 
form for special cases of interest.
3.2 Boundary-Layer Equations.
The inviscid streamline coordinate system (s,n,z) is chosen with 
(U,0,W) as the components of velocity in the outer inviscid flow. (A 
sketch of the swirling converging streamline is shown in Fig. 3.1) Con­
servation of mass and momentum equations for the inviscid, incompressible 
outer flow (flowfield variables in the inviscid streamline coordinate 
system denoted by capital letters)
^CUh„). ^  (Wh„hp = 0  (3.5)
U U _ 1 ,, „
_ 1 9P (3.7)
hghn 3n h^ an
P = PCs,iiJ (3.8)
where h ,̂ h^ are metric coefficients associated with (s,n,z) coordinate 
system. Furthermore, h^= 1 and h^ and h^ can be taken to be independent 
of z in the boundary layer. From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) we have
. (3.9)
The boundary-layer continuity and momentum equations for incom­
pressible flow expressed in the inviscid streamline coordinate system
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with (u,v,w) as the components of velocity is (s,n.z) coordinates [not 
to be confused with the cylindrical coordinate components of velocity 
which are denoted by a supercript ()*] are 
Continuity:
(uhn) + 5F (vhs) + hsh„ = 0 (3.10)
Momentum(s):
u 3u . V 3u ... 3u . Uv ^^s v^ ^^n 1 3p. 1 3 , . rz n-»
Momentum (n)
u 3v V 3v 3v . uv _ 1 ^  1 3 , .  f,
h7 3?X9ïr^''n^hih;;r3i“ -îg^3ïï— (3 .1 2 )
Momentum (z):
p = p(s,n) = P(s,n) , (3.13)
where P is the impressed pressure as calculated from the inviscid 
outer flow (Eq. 3.8).
Rewriting the continuity equation, Eq. (3.10), in the following
form
1 3u . 1 3v . 3w u 3hn v 3^s «
H 7 57 * î ;-57 * 57 * âi" * 3H“ “ “
and adding its product with u to Eq. (3.11) we have
“ ■ 7Hjlf*p 57''sz
(3.15)
Algebraic manipulation and substitution of the pressure term from Eq. 
(3.12) allows us to rewrite the s-momentum equation as
7% h  * JiJi O ' : - ) ' s z
(3.16)
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The pressure force can be eliminated by making use of Eq. (3.9). 
There results
- (uw)-U ||]- v2  3^
• (3 in
The n-momentum equation, Eq. (3.11), can similarly be manipulated 
by the addition v times the continuity equation to give
The pressure term can be eliminated using Eq. (3.7). With minor 
manipulation, there results
ii* 5T 0 ^ - , .  i  Ch3 ^  (w,. ^
■ C3.19)
We now wish to develop the integral form of these boundary- 
layer equations by formally integrating them with respect to z. In the 
spirit of the integral methods we assume the following velocity profiles 
after Taylor [1950]
u = Uf(n) , V = UE(s,n)g(n) (3.20)
where n is a normalized boundary layer coordinate defined as
n = f  . (3.21)
The functions f and g are assumed known. Here 6 is the boundary-layer
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thickness. Thus n varies from 0 to 1 across the boundary layer. The 
unknowns are now 5 and E, the Cross-flow function. We assume, following 
Weber [1956], the following forms for f and g, the profile functions,
f(n) = , g(n) = - n . (3.21)
Integrating Eqs. (3.17) and (3.19) with respect to z from 
z = 0(n-0) to z = 6 (n=l), we immediately obtain,noting that u->U, u->0 
and w-»-w(6 ) as n’̂’l and W->-0 as z +0,
- [U25h^j\l-f2)dn]+ [U^Eh^gj\gdn] +hghn[Uw(6 )]-U^E^g ^
^ T g z ( O )  (3.23)"f g^dn =
J A
(h^u2 Egj\gdn)+ ~  (hsU2 E2 g|^g2 dn)+u2  ^  gj (l-f^)dn
^  Tnz(O) . (3.24)
Integration of boundary-layer continuity equation with respect to z can 
be shown to give
(3.25)
For the ground shear stress components we assume the well-known forms 
after Karman [1921]
T (s,n,o) = cpU2 /l+E2 (s,n) (— -======)'*
Ug/l+E2(s,n)
T__(s,n,o) = cplj2E(s,n)/l+E2(s,n) (— ■ --
Ug/1+E2(s,n) (3.26)
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where c is a constant (with value approximately 0.0225). Making use 
of these shear stress forms as well as Eqs. (3.22)* we obtain
9  3 s 45 hg 3n s"/ 8  3s 3 5
- (6 hgUE)- !=■ u2e26 ^  = - chshnÛ /' Ĉl+E2)2/88  3n '• 4 5  3 s «*s“n«  ̂j Lgj
(3.27)
Ü i é  ^  I  ua. ^  =
- chsh„U^/‘'ECl-»E2)*/®Cr)̂  • (3.28)
Arranging these in a form suitable for numerical integration for 5(s,n) 
and E(s,n), we have
( & V )  V  - ( f ^ i E ^ ) 8 g a
( #  W )  # ^ ( # h , E 8 ) ||<-(||h„B) If.C^h^E^) |i= -(§ E6 ) g l
- 9 *  i  BE) 8 h. h,E |k) f-chsh„U-^(M2)’/BfV^^ .
(3.30)
We now non-dimensionalize hg and n with R and all velocities 
with the characteristic inviscid velocity D(r= R) = Û . The boundary 
layer thickness 6 is nondimensionalized by the length scale (vR'̂ ĉ /̂Uq) 
The non-dimensional form of the equations is then
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H * # h 3 E ,  |i=360 “s”-' 3n ■ ̂ 12 “n-* 3^ ' '•360 “S“ ' 3ÏT “ "' 72 " 45 “ " 3s
( # V )  #  + #ksE«) ||*(i|h„E) ||-= - ( § E 6 ) 3hn3s
- | " é  - (§ kn § * i  M  Ik) f-hsSU-^ECM^J^/^S-^ .
(3.32)
Equations (3.31) and (3.32) are two first-order, coupled partial differ­
ential equations to be solved for the two unknowns 6 (s,n) and E(s,n).
TTie boundary conditions corresponding to the boundary-layer at the 
edge of the disk are E(So,no) = o, 6 (So,no) = o where Sq and n^ values 
of the streamline coordinates at the edge of the disk, r = 1. Because 
of the axisymmetry of the flow, these equations can be reduced to two 
first-order, ordinary differential equations and this will be done later.
3.3 Derivation of Metric Coefficients.
The differential vector ^  can be expressed in the streamline 
coordinate system (s,n,z) as well as the cylindrical coordinate system 
(r,e,z) as
dî = hgds êg + h^dn = dr êj. + rd0 êg (3.33)
and since, in general,
ds(r,0 ) = (||)gdr + (||)^d0 (3.34)
dn(r,0) = (|~)gdr + (||.)̂ d0 (3.35)
we have by substitution of above in Eq. (3.33)
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^  ' "sCff * h„ ( | 2  d r * f  de)ê„3n - an (3.36)
By comparison of the above different expressions for the differential 
vector dî, we have














The metric coefficients thus depend on the relations between 
the coordinates of the two systems. From the definition of a stream­
line, we have for a converging flow
= . lei ê . . ï i ê (3.41a)
where the starred quantities are inviscid velocity components in the 
cylindrical coordinate system. Since
®n “  ̂®s
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hence
«n - - T  - 't ' • (3.41b)
Hence Eq. (3.33) can be rewritten as
d? = C-hg liÇI ds -hn ̂  dn)êr + (hg ~  ds - h„ dn)êg . (3.42)
Comparing Eqs. (3.33) and (3.42), we obtain
- hg ds - hn ~  dn = dr (3.43)
hg ~  ds - dn = rde . (3.44)
We define the inviscid swirl angle (|)£ as
tan({>j(r) = ĵ -j = m(r), tan(J>̂ (r = l) = tan*^g . (3.45)
We then infer from Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44)
d0 = - m ~ ,  dn = 0 (3.45)
de = , ds = 0 . (3.47)
Upon integration of Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47), we obtain
fj(n) = e + L  ^  (3.48)
f2(4) = e - • (3.49)
To proceed further we must specify m(r) explicitly. We shall do so for 
two specific cases of interest.
Case (i)
The non-diménsionalized components of velocities for this case
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are* in cylindrical coordinates*
U * - ~  * V*-i . W*-0 (3.50)
This corresponds to the inviscid flow between two parallel 
plates due to a sink and a potential vortex along the axis at r = 0 .
The flow in the outer converging zone in the Ward apparatus is modeled 
closely by these forms for U** V** and W*. It follows that
tan^.(r) = m(r) = m^ (3.51)
where m^ is a constant corresponding to the ratio of the components of 
velocity at the edge of the disk.
Hence the integrations in Eqs. (3.48) and (3.49) can be com­
pleted to yield
f̂ (n) = 9 + râ lnr + const. (3.52)
f„(s) = 0 - ~  Inr + const. (3.53)Z IUq
Useful choices of the functions fj and f2 are
f2 (s) = s * fj(n) = - In n (3.54)
and the coordinates s and n are given by
1s = 8 - —  In r * n = (3.55)
®o r o
where the constants of integrations are chosen such that at r= 1 *
0 = 0  the corresponding streamline coordinates are s = 0 * n = l.
It is easily seen from Eq. (3.55) that, in this case,
f t " - " -
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Substitution of above in Eqs. (3.40) yields the following ex­
pressions for the metric coefficients
hg = r sin$iQ , ^  cosf^^ (3.57)
Solving Eqs. (3.55) for r(s,n), we obtain
_(mo/l+m^)
r-n exp.[(-ii>o/l+%)s] . (3.58)
Thus
(3.59)
This result, along with Eqs. (3.57), then gives
= - W = ‘ Ï “ "♦lo
Case (ii)
The second case of interest is the flow regime with the inviscid 
non-dimensional components of velocity expressed in the cylindrical co­
ordinate system as
U*~-r , V * - i ,  W*~2z . (3.61)
This corresponds to the inviscid region of the Rott-Burgers vortex and 
gives a converging, uprising, swirling flow. The source strength along 
the axis is zero. This flow appears to be a reasonable approximation 
to the inviscid flow in the updraft region of Ward’s apparatus. In this 
flow the ratio of the components of velocity depends on radial position;
tan*^ - tan<j)̂ (r) = m(r) . (3.62)
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It can easily be shown that
mom = —r (3.63)
where
= m(r =1) . (3.64)
A convenient choice of the functions f̂  (n) and f2 (s) for this case 
is
f2 (s) = s , f̂ (n) = - n . (3.65)
Hence from Eqs. (3.48) and (3.49) we have
® ® " |m ̂  C3.66)
n = . 0  -|m ~  . (3.67)
Substitution of the value of m and integration of above equations 
(taking r= 1 , 8 = 0  as corresponding to s = 0 , n =1 ), we obtain
s = 8 - ^  (r2-l) (3.68)
n = - 8 + -s- (—5- -1) + 1 . (3.69)z r'̂
We then have in this case
H=->
and hence from Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40), the metric coefficients are
hg = r sin*^ , h^ = r cos*^ . (3.71)
Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69) for r=r(s,n) gives 
r= [%|-(2mo(n-l)+mo-l+2mos)+{(2mo(n-l)+m5-l+2mos)^+4mQ}^j]^. (3.72)
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It can then be shown that
C ^ ) g  = (|f)n = - mor[(2mo(n-l)+m2-l+2mos)^+4m2]“^ (3.73)
Also,
u '= 1: , (|U, = (|£) (3.74)
O ' i+niQ r 'iHq
From Eqs. (3.71) we obtain
3h %(m|.r") 3- 3h„ r̂ Cr̂ .Sn̂ )̂
Since the velocity components in cylindrical coordinates are 
only functions of radius, the flow is axisymmetric. This axisymraetry 
of the flow can be used to simplify the equations of motion in the (s,n,z) 
coordinate system. It is important to realize that only physical quan­
tities are axisymmetric (such as velocity and pressure; not the metric 
coefficients). The axisyrametry condition enables one to express all 
derivatives with respect to s in terms of those with respect to n or 
vice versa. That is, axisymmetry implies
= O r ' â T ’n '
Thus, solving for (3/3s)jj, we have
Evaluating (3n/38)p and (3s/39) ,̂ we have
,3 ,
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n(~) for case (i)oil s
C^)g for case (ii) (3.78)
Substitution of the above results in Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) yields 
the final integral form of the equations of motion
Case (i)
( 3 #  V )  n *  i-h M )  i  ' ^
- ( %  hnn - 3 §  hgE) ^ (3.79)
( H  h,E«) I I . (if h„„E . ±  h,E2) II = . §  e6
- hsE) f  f-h3h„r^E(UE3,3/V^
(3.80)
Case (ii)
( s i M )  ||. . ( | | . A E 2 K ^ . ^ E 3  ^
V )  &  Ü  +hshnU-^^l+E2):/*a-% (3.81)
#  M  ‘ i  h3E« ) II . c|| h„E . i  h3E7) II . . II 88 ^
- 'I* é  ^  - C §  N." H  hsE) &  II - h3h„U-*‘E(l.E2)
(3.82)
These equations were numerically integrated and solutions for the bound­
ary -layer thickness 6 and the cross flow function E were obtained.
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3.4 Numerical Results.
Equations (3.79) and (3.80) for case (i) and Eqs. (3.81) and 
(3.8%) for case (ii) were integrated numerically using a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta numerical scheme. A varying step size was imposed on r 
and the resulting change in coordinate n was then used to calculate 
and E for each step. The integration was carried out from r =1 down 
to the region close to the center (typically to r 0.01) for both 
cases (i) and (ii).
The choice of coordinate n as the independent variable in the
integration process proved to be more convenient for the range of m^
considered. Also, the choice of n as the independent variable rather
than coordinate s reduced the numerical error for values of mo exceeding
unity.
The numerical scheme could not be used at the edge of the disk 
(r = 1) as the solutions are singular there. Thus an analytical solu­
tion valid near r = 1 was obtained by assuming the boundary-layer thick­
ness 6 and the cross-flow function E behave as 5 = ci(n-l)“ and
E = C2(n-1)G, respectively. Substitution of these forms in the equa­
tions of motion in each case imply a balance of the shear stress and 
inertial forces at the edge of the disk such that a = 4/5 and 8 = 1.
The existence of a non-zero radial velocity U* at the edge of the disk
always implies a = 4/5 and 8 = 1 so that near the edge
6 - (n-l)4/S  ̂ E " (n-1) . (3.83)
However, in the special case of U* = 0, corresponding to a pure poten­
tial vortex inviscid flow, an entirely new force balance is obtained 
near the edge with a = 2/5 and 8 = 1/2. As illustrated in the Appendix,
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B, the choice of any coordinate system other than the inviscid stream­
line (s,n,z) coordinate system —  for example, cylindrical coordinates 
—  for a non-zero U* makes it impossible for one to obtain a unique 
solution for the values of 5 and E at the edge of the disk. As ex­
plained earlier, this is due to the use of the empirical shear stress 
laws in the integral momentum method.
Substitution of Eqs. (3.83) into Eqs. (3.79) and (3.80) as 
well as (3.81) and (3.82) yields the solutions near the edge for case
(i) as
6 = sin*.Q(n_l)]4/5 , E = ̂  sin2<|,.̂ (n-l) . (3.84)
The same powers for 6 and E can be used for case (ii). The re­
sulting solution near the edge is
6 = [22 5in*.g^n-l)]4/5 , E = sin2<|,.̂ cos2̂ .̂ (m2.1) (n-1) . (3.85)
The numerical results for 6 and E are presented in Figs. 3.2 
-3.5. Although the numerical results were obtained in the (s,n,z) co­
ordinate system, these results have been transformed to cylindrical 
coordinates for ease of presentation and understanding. The variation 
of E with radius for different values of m(r =1) = m^ are presented in 
Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 for cases (i) and (ii), respectively. The change in 
the values of mo is four and two order of magnitudes for cases (i) and
(ii), respectively.
It is noted that for large values of mo —  that is, for a flow 
approaching that of a pure potential vortex —  the solutions presented 
tend to the solutions obtained by Chang, et al, for the special case 
of potential vortex [1969]. Furthermore the same result is obtained
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for a fixed value of mo sufficiently small radii where the tangen­
tial components of velocity become relatively very large.
We also note that for the limit of mg + O (pure radial flow) the 
solution for the cross-flow function E tend to the solution of the pure 
radial flow, E -+0, as expected.
The solutions are significantly different, however, for values 
of fflQ of order unity or smaller; that is where U* and V* are of the
same order and neither is zero. This situation should be more appli­
cable to tornado velocity fields as inferred from experimental measure­
ments. [Hoecker, 1960]
The variation of the boundary layer thickness 6 with radius for 
different values of m^ is presented in Figs. 3.4 [case (i)] and 3.5 
[case (ii)]. For case (i), corresponding to the bounded flow between 
parallel plates, the boundary layer thickness growth is significantly 
increased with increasing values of mo- The variation is shown for
values of mq between 0.1 to 100. For the large values of mo, the solu­
tion tends to that of pure potential vortex as obtained by Chang. For 
the limit of m̂ -̂ -O we note that Eq. (3.31) expressed in cylindrical 
coordinate system becomes
~ ~ • (3-86)
The above equation can be solved analytically to give
6 = r[8(l-r4S/28)]4/5 , (3.87)
This analytical result for mg = 0 is also shown in Fig. 3.4. We observe 
that the analytical solution for the pure radial case is indeed the 
limit of the numerical solutions of Eqs. (3.31) as mo-*-0. Hence the
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pure potential vortex boundary-layer thickness solution [Chang, 1969] 
and the pure radial flow (mg = 0) are in fact the limiting solutions of 
the general equations of the flow(Eqs^ (3.31) and (3.32)J. for m^» « and 
= 0, respectively, thus adding confidence to the essential correct­
ness of the numerical scheme.
These results do not suggest boundary-layer separation anywhere 
in case (i). This is anticipated as the pressure gradient is quite
Opfavorable, ^  ~ l/r̂ . For the case (ii), corresponding to a radially 
converging flow with an updraft, the boundary layer growth is signifi­
cantly decreased with increasing values of m̂ . That is, the potential 
vortex solution represents a lower bound for 6(r) in case (ii) as op­
posed to the upper bound in case (i). The solutions are presented for 
the values for m^ ranging from 1.0 to 70.0. It is noted that for 
smaller values of m̂ , typically less than 10, these boundary-layer so­
lutions suggest separation. For example, for m^ = 1.0, 6 =2.8% lO® at 
r=0.09 while for m^ = 10, S = 33.8 at r = 0.1. However, increasing m^ 
further delays the separation to regions very close to the center where 
presumably the boundary layer notion is no longer valid. For large 
values of m̂ , the variation of 6 with radius approaches the pure poten­
tial vortex solution.
The separation of boundary-layer obtained in the calculations 
for case (ii) and for m^ less than unity is in agreement with experi­
mental observation of Ward’s flow. For small swirl parameters (as in 
cases i and ii in Chapter II of this work) which corresponds to mo<l, 
a flow separation is distinctly observed. A potential vortex model 
corresponding to m^ = ", however, fails to show this except perhaps on
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the axis where the boundary-layer concept is no longer valid. Further­
more, the numerical results indicate an unseparated boundary layer for 
large values of mo* Since the flow achieves a large value of this para­
meter locally close to axis (e.g. m-r-2), regardless of its initial
value, a boundary-layer flow can be assumed to exist in the region very 
close to the axis. That is, the boundary-layer structure due to a 
swirling converging vortex flow resembles that of a potential vortex 
sufficiently close to the axis of the vortex. Observations of the flow 
in Ward's apparatus is also in agreement with these calculations. In­
troducing smoke at the gound near the axis indicates a smooth, unseparated 
boundary-layer flow in this high swirl region. The helical streamlines 
are observed to converge toward the axis turning upward to form the 
stream surface which separates the core flow from the inviscid, swirling, 
converging flow in Ward’s apparatus. The core exhibits a narrowing near 
the ground and forms a tip on the lower boundary (see sketch in Fig. 1.4). 
This variation of the core diameter with height which extends for ap­
proximately one inch above the ground is probably a region of interaction 
of the boundary layer and the core. An estimate of the boundary-layer 
thickness near the axis can be found using the results obtained. For
6=10, R=8" and U =2 ft/sec, one obtains 6=0.6" which is in agreementdim
with the observations. This agreement further confirms the assumed 
existence of a ’reattached’ turbulent boundary layer near the core.
That is, this estimate of the tip length obtained using boundary layer 
calculations indicates that the boundary layer notion . is valid near 
the core even though the flow is observed to separate at a large radius. 
Hence the assumption of a 'reattached’ boundary layer near the axis seems 
to be confirmed.
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A third regime of interest is a combination of cases (i) and
(ii) modeling the combined regions of shallow convergence and. an up­
draft in Ward's simulation of a tornado fieldflow. For this case the 
equations were integrated for case (i) up to r=O.S and then the re­
sults at that station were used as an initial condition for the inte­
gration of the equations for the case (ii) from r=0.5 to near r= 0.
The variation of cross-flow function E and the boundary-layer 
thickness with radius for the case of mixed flow are given in Figs.
3.6 and 3.7, respectively. The values of 6 and E adjust rather quickly 
in the transition zone between the flow regimes (i) and (ii).
A knowledge of the variation of the swirl parameter on the 
ground for various initial values of the swirl parameter (mg) is useful 
in estimating the direction of the flow at the ground. The flow direc­
tion of a naturally-occurring tornado near the ground can often be ob­
tained from debris patterns and damaged trees left in the aftermath of 
a tornado. The observed flow direction might then be used in estimating 
the flow direction and velocity outside of the boundary layer. By de­
finition, the swirl parameter at the ground is given by
............................  • (3-89)
In addition,
V* = (uêg+vê^).ëg , u* = (uëg+vê^).ëp . (3.90)
as well as
u =  ̂ V = UE(n^^%) . (3.91)
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Thus, it can be shown that
mo-E
‘“ ♦wall ' (3-9:
and
tan* = - case (ii) (3.93)
The variation of the ratio of the swirl parameter at the wall 
to that of the inviscid flow are presented in Figs. 3.8-3.10 for case 
(i), (ii) and the mixed flow respectively.
These results show that the streamlines turn toward the origin 
relative to the streamlines of the inviscid flow for all values of m^ 
as expected. The ratio of swirl parameters decrease more rapidly with 
decreasing radius for large values of the initial inviscid-flow swirl 
parameter m̂ .
The discontinuity of the parameters at r = 0.5 in the mixed flow 
case observed in the figures are smoothed out by an arbitrarily-drawn 
dashed line representing schematically a more realistic transitional 
region.
In the vicinity of the origin the ratio of the swirl parameters 
vanishes as observed from the figures. The value of the swirl para­
meter at the wall, however, for case (ii) approaches 1. This is clearly 
shown by Eq. (3.93)
m^-Er^ 1
‘“ ♦wall - (3-9«
Since the numerical value of E approaches 1 regardless of the 
value of the initial swirl parameter mo, tan(|î ^̂  ̂->-1 for all values of
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Mo as r+0. We note that for a pure potential vortex flow
tan<|>̂  = i for any r (3.95)
and hence the swirl parameter at the ground for case (ii) approaches 
that of a pure potential vortex as a limiting case as r + O. Photo­
graphic evidence of debris and damaged trees of naturally occurring 
tornadoes suggest the qualitative correctness of this result.
The components of the shear stress at the ground in the cylin­
drical coordinate system can be obtained in terms of the shear stress 
components at the wall in the inviscid streamline coordinate system 
by noting that
■'sz = f"szV"nz®n>®e 
Substituting Eqs. (3.41a) and (3.41b) and
m=mjj , U = ~  » U* = — for case (i) (3.98)
r/l+m2
or
^  , U = , U* = for case (ii) (3.99)
^ 1 + mé /l+m%
into Eqs. (3.92) and (3.93), we obtain







^ezC) = 7 = =  t T  \zC)-\zC)]
All shear stress components are non-dimensionalized by
6pU^ ~  . The above shear stress components were further normalized 
with respect to and their variations with r were calculated. Figures 
3.11-3.13 are the results for cases (i), (ii) and the mixed flow of 
the variation of the normalized radial components of the shear stress 
at the wall. It can be seen that the radial shear stress components 
at the wall possess a relative minimum for all values of m^ in the 
initial phases of the development of the boundary layer. The radial 
shear stress components also appear to approach zero near r = 0 be­
cause of the decrease of the radial component of velocity in that region.
Similar results for the normalized tangential components of the 
shear stress at the ground are presented in Figs, 3.14-3.16 for cases
(i), (ii) and the mixed flow case. As expected all shear stress compo­
nents are singular at the edge of the disk r = l. The tangential compo­
nents also seem to vanish near r = 0 suggesting that the flow near r = 0 
could be assumed to be essentially inviscid. Also the contribution 
to the torque of regions close to r =0 is negligible as was suggested 
elsewhere. [Jischke and Parang, 1974]
The axial flow velocity given by Eq. (3.25) was calculated and 
its variation with radius for cases (i), (ii) and mixed flow are presented 
in Figs. 3.17-3.19, respectively. The axial velocity is non-dimensionalized
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by where = U^R/v.
As expected, these results show a singular behavior for the 
axial velocity at the edge of the disk. It should be recognized, how­
ever, that the results for the axial flow at the edge of the disk for a 
non-zero inviscid radial velocity component is positive (upward) as 
opposed to a negatively singular behavior of w at the edge of the disk 
for an inviscid pure potential vortex. [Burgraff, Stewartron, and Belcher, 
1971] This is clearly seen by considering the boundary-layer mass con­
tinuity equation (Bq. (3.25)]
w(6) = - ^  [•—  (5h^uj\dn) - h^U ||.+ ̂  (UhgSE ĵ gdn)] . (3.102)
For a pure potential vortex flow, the derivative of all physical quanti­
ties with respect to s vanish and hence
W(6) = - j\dn) , (3.103)
w(6) = (UrgEf^gdn) , (3.104)
J 0
2/5 1/2where for 6-(l-r) and E-(l-r) gives
w(<S) - -(1-r)"^ near r = l (3.105)
2/5For case (ii), however, we note that with 6~(n-l) ' and E~(n-1) the 
dominant terms of Eq. (3.25) near r = 1 are
- - H T T  («hnu[ fdn)-\U , (3.106)s n j Q
which can be shown to result in
w(6) ~(n-l)"3/S (3.107)
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Hence the edge conditions are again seen to be fundamentally different 
for a non-zero inviscid radial velocity component (U*̂ 0) as compared 
to that of a pure potential vortex (U*=0>. .1
These results also suggest that for small values of mg and/or 
very small radii, the boundary-layer notion may not be valid for case
(ii) and mixed flow» This can be inferred from the observed large 
(order of 10 or more) values of the vertical velocity at the edge of 
the boundary layer for small values of m^ and/or very small radii.
This is suggestive of the boundary-layer eruption at the axis noted 
by Burgraff et al.
Finally, the numerical results for the tangential shear stress 
at the ground were used to calculate the torque T exerted on the ground 
by the flow.
T = I Tgĵ (2Trr)dr . (3.108)
The results for (T/2ir) for the mixed flow, applicable to Ward's tornado 
simulation, are presented in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21. The integration pro­
cess was carried from the edge of the disk to r = .014. It is observed
that the value of the torque applied to the disk by the flow approaches
a constant value for large values of xRq which would be the torque ap­
plied to the disk by a pure potential vortex.
The above value of torque can be used to obtain a formula for
the total torque exerted by a potential vortex flow above a disk in 
terms of the circulation of the velocity
r = 2irrV* . (3.109)
A formula for the torque in the turbulent boundary-layer of a
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swirling converging • flowfield, based on results for the torque 
exerted on a rotating disk in a stationary fluid, was given [Jischke 
and Parang, 1974] as
T - , (3.110)
The numerical results presented in Fig. (3.20) can be used to obtain 
a numerical value for the constant of proportionality of (.007) for 
15. Thus, we have for m^> 15,
T = .007 . (3.111)
Although the value of the constant suggested [Jischke, Parang,
1974] was approximately correct (.009), the value (.007) is exact with-
•
in the momentum integral approximation. The approximate equality of 
the numerical constant obtained here for mQ>15 (î 80®) and that of 
pure potential vortex m^ = «(* = 90°) obtained [Jischke,Parang] adds 
confidence to the accuracy of the present results. However, multiple 
vortices were experimentally observed to occur at smaller values of 
*(e.g. = 40“). The numerical constant corresponding to (j> = 40“ in
the expression for the torque can be obtained using a linear interpola­
tion of the results obtained here numerically (see Fig. 3.21). We 
obtain a value of approximately 0.0036. This relatively small value 
of the numerical constant in Eq. (3.111) seems to clarify the reasons 
for the discrepancy between the experimental results and the theoreti­
cal values predicted [Jischke, Parang, 1974] for The difference
between the theory and the experiment is now believed to be due to an 
instability of the vortex core that occurs at values of swirl angle 
near 40“. This instability arises because of the inflow of radial
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vorticity (produced in the boundary layer) near the ground and its re­
orientation vertically in a thin layer around the core region. This 
thin annulus of enchanced vertical vorticity can become unstable if 
the vorticity is sufficiently intense. Thus a stability analysis ac­
counting for vorticity production and inflow toward the core would seem 
to offer the possibility of a more accurate estimate of the critical 
swirl parameter.
An estimate of the vorticity, w, produced in the boundary layer 
can be obtained using the results of the boundary-layer calculation 
presented in this chapter. In particular, it is of interest to deter­
mine the inflow of the radial component of vorticity produced in the 
boundary-layer within the approximation of the integral momentum method 
used here. This component of vorticity is presumably convected inward 
and tilted upward forming the ring-shaped shear layer which is believed 
to be responsible for the instability of the core resulting in "core 
splitting" phenomenon discussed previously. The radial component of 
vorticity produced in the boundary layer is given by
Wy = " * (3.112)
where v* is the tangential component of velocity in the boundary-layer. 
Furthermore we have
V *  = (uêg+vyê^ , (3.113)
and with unit vectors along the s and n coordinates given by Eqs.
(3.41a) and (3.41b), we obtain after simplifications
“r = |U*I z&F - V* âT G" • (3.114)
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The substitution of velocity profiles given in Eqs. (3.57) in the above 
equation results in
rlf 1 ,1/7  ̂ r 1 ,1/7
“r » Elu'HyC^) ' - ?) - y  V* (3.115)
The rate of inflow of the radial component of vorticity is
I = f*u*w,(2vr)dz (3.116)
where with
u* = (uê +vê ).ê̂  , (3.117)
and with substitution of velocity profiles it can be shown that
I = (U*2+V*2) + TrrU*V* . (3.118)4
For the two limiting cases of pure potential vortex (U*=0) and pure 
radial flow (V*=0,E=0) the radial vorticity convected inward becomes 
V*% and zero (as expected), respectively.
The substitution of Eqs. (3.98) and (3.99) for U* and V* for 
cases i and ii, respectively, gives
I = ̂  ^  . ITT . case ii (3.120)
i+m| l+mg
NumeriChr results for the radial vorticity inflow rate. I, are 
presented in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23 for cases i and ii, respectively, 
for different values of m̂ . For small radii, it is observed that 
I ~ for both cases and for all values of mo. However, as the bound­
ary layer solution is not valid for r sufficiently small these results
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for I are probably not valid near the axis (r=0), Also the results 
show that for case i the radial vorticity inflow rate at any radius 
increases with for values of less than unity. Further increases 
in mg result in a decrease of vorticity inflow rate until the limiting 
case of the pure potential vortex flow (mQ=®) is reached. The results 
for case ii show a continuous decrease in radial vorticity inflow with 
increasing 1%  for large values of r(r>.8). For mo<l these results for 
I are not valid for this case (except possibly for r>.8) due to the 
boundary-layer separation as suggested in Fig. 3.5. The vorticity in­
flow rate is seen to be independent of mg for mQ>10.
It is of interest to note that for the values of mo used in the 
experiments with Ward's apparatus (mQ<l) the shallow convergence 
contributes most to the total torque exerted on the flow by the lower 
boundary. The experiments indicated that the critical swirl parameters 
necessary for the production of multiple vortices in Ward's apparatus 
lie within the range of *cr<45* corresponding to m@<l. Also, the above 
results indicate that increasing values of mg result in substantial in­
creases in the radial vorticity inflow rate only for casei-corresponding 
to the shallow convergence zone of Ward's apparatus —  and only for 
mo<l. Thus it appears that the existence of the shallow region with 
an inviscid flow similar to case i is crucial for the production of 
such features as multiple vortex phenomenon for several reasons. First, 
the existence of the convergence region is important in that only within 
this region is considerable torque exerted on the flow due to large values 
of the radius. Second, it is within this region that an unseparated
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boundary-layer exists and therefore considerable torque as well.as 
radial vorticity could be produced. Third, only in this region is it 
observed that the radial vorticity inflow rate increases with increases 
in the values of mo (provided mg<l). Fourth, the fact that the critical 
values of the swirl parameter for the production of two and even three 
vortices in Ward's apparatus correspond to <l>cr̂ 45® (mQ<l) is consistent 
with the view that vorticity production in this region is responsible 
for the observance of this phenomenon. It seems reasonable to conclude 
that the shallow convergence zone in Ward's apparatus which is absent 
in all other laboratory tornado simulations plays an essential role in 
the occurrence of such features as multiple vortices.
3.5. Summary.
The results obtained and presented in Figs. 3.2 through 3.7 give 
solutions for the boundary-layer flow parameters g(r) and E(r) needed 
for determination of the velocity field in the boundary-layer region in 
cases of interest pertaining to tornado flowfields. These results con­
tain the previously known limiting case of pure potential vortex flow 
(mQ = “) as well as the derived analytical solutions for the limiting 
case of pure radial flow (m̂  = 0). The numerical solutions were obtained 
by integration of the boundary-layer momentum equations which * were ex­
pressed in the inviscid streamline coordinate system (s,n,z). In Figs. 
3.8 through 3,21, results are given for the relative direction change 
of streamlines at the ground as compared with the impressed inviscid 
flow, the shear stress components at the ground, the axial velocity at 
the edge of the boundary layer and the total torque exerted by the fluid 
on the ground.
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The outer inviscid flowfield associated with naturally-occurring 
tornado vortices was discussed and was used in obtaining the associated 
solutions of the boundary-layer equations. It is believed that the 
existence of a non-zero radial velocity component is the more realistic 
flow model for tornado vortices in contrast to that of a pure potential 
vortex inviscid flow. This is confirmed by previous observations as 
well as by laboratory experiments using Ward's apparatus. Specifically, 
the existence of a separated flow, region is confirmed in experiments 
with Ward's flow. Also, a "reattached" boundary layer in the high swirl 
region near the core is observed which is in agreement with the calcula­
tions of boundaiy-layer thickness presented here for large m̂ .
The numerical results obtained herein could also be used for the 
evaluation of such boundary-1ayer phenomena as the streamline direction 
change in comparison with observed debris pattern to increase under­
standing of various types of tornado vortices. An estimation of the 
flow direction and velocity near the ground is also readily obtained by 
means of the results presented here. It should be emphasized, however, 
that for small values of radius the flow direction at the ground as ob­
tained by the above calculations is not significantly different from the 
results obtained using a potential vortex flow model. That is, suffic­
iently close to the core the flow direction at the ground becomes inde­
pendent of the inviscid outer flow model chosen for the boundary-layer 
calculations. This is due to the large local values of the swirl para­
meter obtained near the axis for both the potential vortex model and 
the swirling converging flow model. That is, in the latter case the 
radial component of velocity in the outer flow becomes negligible near
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the axis (U*~r) yielding an inviscid flowfield near the axis which is 
quite like that of the potential vortex model which has zero radial 
velocity. It can thus be concluded that observation of debris
patterns very close to the axis of tornadoes would not discriminate 
any outer flow structure from that of the purely swirling potential 
vortex flow model.
The results obtained for the radial vorticity inflow. Figs.
3.22 and 3.23, indicate the importance of the convergence zone in Ward's 
experimental apparatus in the simulation of tornado flow. This is due 
to the fact that only in this region (corresponding to case i of our 
calculation) does the vorticity produced in the boundary layer increase 
with increasing m̂ . The experimental range of values of necessary 
for "core splitting" phenomenon to occur in Ward's apparatus also seems 
to be in agreement with the calculated range of mg(mQ<l) for which 
vorticity inflow is observed to increase with increasing mQ. These re­
sults, therefore, add confidence to the core instability model described 
herein as well as emphasize the inq)ortance of such distinct features of 
Ward's apparatus as the convergence zone in the laboratory simulation 
of tornado flows.
CHAPTER IV 
TORNADO CORE AND THE FUNNEL
4.1 Introduction
Of all the features of tornadoes, least is known about the 
tornado funnel. Although important in the overall dynamics of the 
vortex flow, little is known about the nature of the flow in the 
funnel. This is the case, primarily, because the cloud particles 
forming the funnel surface make photographic and visual observations 
of debris and dust particles, necessary for flowfield measurements, 
impossible. In the Hoecker's observation of Dallas tornado of April 
2, 1957 (the most complete tornado flowfield measurements available), 
no data could be obtained near the tornado axis except in the region 
below the pendant funnel.
This lack of experimental measurements on the core flow region 
has resulted in uncertainty as to the structure of the vortex. There 
exist disagreements on such basic questions as the direction of the 
flow on the axis of the funnel and only indirect qualitative observa­
tions are available for any realistic evaluation of vortex flow models.
4.2 Radius of Maximum Tangential Velocity.
One of the features of the tornado core which has been, at 
least relatively, accurately measured by Hoecker is the radius of maxi­
mum tangential velocity. In Hoecker's observations, for example, two
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inçortant features associated with this radius are observed. First, 
the radius of maximum tangential velocity varies with height. This 
variation is shown in Fig. 4.1. The radius is observed to increase 
rapidly from zero at the ground to a value of about 140 feet at a 
height of about 200 feet and then remain relatively constant with 
height in a cylindrical shape up to a height of about 800 feet. A 
relatively constant moderate increase in the radius of maximum tangen­
tial velocity is then observed to occur up to a height of about 1400 
feet. Second, the diameter of this core is observed to be larger than 
most vortex models would predict. The diameter which starts from zero 
on the ground increases to about 300 feet at 1400 feet above the ground. 
Most of the theoretical vortex flow models for tornadoes predict values 
much less than those observed by Hoecker. This is parimarily due to 
the fact that in these models the core is assumed to be structured by 
viscosity. For example, the Rott-Burgers solution for an axisymmetric 
vortex flow discussed previously fails to show a variation of the core 
radius in the height because of the assumed decoupling of the swirl and 
the meridional flow. Furthermore, in this model the radius of maximum 
tangential velocity is determined by the viscosity and is given by 
rg)= 1.12/2v/a where v is the eddy viscosity and a is defined by Eq. (2.14a) 
Among other similar models of viscous vortices is the two-cell solu­
tion of Sullivan which gives a somewhat larger core radius of 2.3S/2v/a. 
Likewise, Kuo's solution of a two-cell vortex driven by the release 
of latent heat in a conditionally unstable atmosphere gives a viscous 
core radius approximately equal to that of Rott-Burger's vortex. A 
comparison of these results with the result of observations of tornadoes
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is useful. Fot a -.2 (from a radial velocity profile given by Hoecker 
and V « 90 ft^/sec, (a value assumed by some authors [Davies-Jones,and 
Kessler, 1973] and probably too large), the radii of maximum tangential 
velocity obtained by the Rott-Burgers vortex and Sullivan two-cell 
vortex (which is not applicable to lower single vortex flow of the 
Dallas tornado) are approximately 35 ft and 75 ft, respectively. The 
radius of the core in solid body rotation observed by Hoecker, although 
varying with height, shows corresponding value of approximately 220 feet 
at the same height. Thus observations of core radius in naturally oc­
curring tornadoes give values for the core radius almost one order of 
magnitude larger than the calculated values given by viscous vortex 
models.
There are also several questions concerning the observed funnel 
and its relationship to the core flow. Specifically, although the 
funnel is understood to be a condensation pressure surface, the spatial 
location of this surface with respect to the stream surface representing 
the boundary of the recirculating core flow is not clear. It is com­
monly assumed that the two surfaces coincide indicating that the funnel 
is, at the same time, the boundary of a two-cell core structure. A 
more common assumption, however, is the coincidence of the funnel sur­
face and the condensation pressure isobar. The observations of Hoecker, 
however, clearly indicate that the location of the funnel surface and 
the derived position of the condensation isobar do not coincide at any 
time during the entire observed life time of the Dallas tornado. Like­
wise, the radius of the maximum tangential velocity (r̂ ) profile is not 
usually distinguished from the observed tornado funnel, especially in
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situations where the funnel is located on the ground.
In the following we suggest a possible reason for the large 
observed radius (as compared with viscous-structured core model re­
sults) based on an estimate obtained neglecting viscosity all together. 
Also, a qualitative model of the tornado vortex is proposed involving 
a four "funnel" core structure. An order of magnitude calculations 
relating the water vapor condensation process to the spatial location 
of the funnel is also given to substantiate the arguments presented. 
Although the discussion is qualitative and the numerical values ob­
tained are estimates based on order of magnitude analysis, it is be­
lieved that the model proposed is more accurate than the simplier ones 
now extent.
It is known that an exact analysis of the core flow cannot 
ignore the effects of viscous forces. However, it can be shown that 
the core radius is not necessarily determined by viscosity.
Although a coupling of the meridional and tangential flows by viscosity 
would seem to be important in describing the observed variation of 
tangential velocity with height [giving, in turn, a z-dependent radius 
of maximum tangential velocity, %(z)], fhe dimensions of the core 
could be determined by flow-field dynamics that are essentially invis­
cid. More specifically, the axial and the lateral pressure changes 
must be dynamically related so that they match on the axis of the vor­
tex. TTiat is, if the pressure at r = 0, z-»-“ and r-»-®, z = z are PaC“ ) 
and Poo(z), respectively, and if we further define
APi(Z) = p^(«) - pg(Z) (4.1)
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and
ApgCZ) = p^(Z) - p*(Z) (4.2)
where p̂ CZ) is the pressure on the axis of the vortex at a height Z, 
continuity of the pressure requires
p^C«) _ Apj(Z) = p̂ (Z) - ApgCZ) . (4.3)
This matching condition for the pressure as well as initial conditions 
for swirl imposed by the large scale atmospheric flow can be used to 
estimate the dimensions observed for the tornado core. In this way, 
it is assumed that viscous forces do not play a primary role in the 
determination of the core radius.
To illustrate this in more detail, a cylindrical region of 
constant density fluid is assumed with an interior axisymmetric vortex 
given by a modified combined Rankine vortex. The tangential velocity 
is assumed to vary as
V* = i(z) r r < r,n (4.4a)
V* = r>rm (4.4b)
The pressure far away from the radius approaches the ambient pressure 
p„ as the velocity components all go to zero.
We further assume hydrostatic equilibrium in the environment.
The vertical momentum equation for the undisturbed environment becomes
0 = - i ^ - g  (4.S)
where p* and are environmental pressure and density, respectively. 
Introducing the disturbance pressure, p, as
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P = P -P„ (4.6)
we then obtain the vertical momentum equation along the vortex axis, 
neglecting viscous effects, as
The boundary condition imposed on the top of the cylindrical 
region corresponding to the conditions aloft in a real tornado are not 
clear. To proceed, we assume a constant pressure boundary imposed at 
the top. That is we assume p ̂ constant as Z->“ for any r. This con­
stant pressure corresponds to the disturbed pressure at some large 
height presumably determined by the thermodynamic state of the upper 
atmospheric layers (which is different than that in the lower regions 
of the atmosphere where, as r -»•<», f)->0). The assumption of a constant 
pressure boundary is based on two observations. First, Hoecker's de­
rived pressure field which is based on the cyclostrophic balance in the 
radial direction indicates an almost linear variation of disturbed (p) 
pressure with height in the region near the tornado axis. This dis­
turbed pressure variation with height is shown in Fig. 4.2. Although 
the observations are limited to a relatively shallow layer near the 
ground, a straight line extrapolation of the data suggests the pressure 
returns to ambient at about 3000 feet above the ground. The observed 
decrease of the disturbed pressure along the axis suggests 
that ■ Pa would approach a constant value (due to the finite extent 
of the atmosphere) far away (Z-»■«»). Thus, with the choice of zero re­
ference disturbed pressure in the lower atmosphere, ~ -b<0.
The approximations involved in the derivation of pressure field by
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Hoecker and the linear extrapolation are sufficient for the estimates 
to be made here. The second observation is that of Ward's simulated 
tornado flow. The honeycomb baffle separating the observed vortex 
from the exhausting flow above destroys the swirl in the flow and pro­
duces an approximately constant radial pressure profile at the top of 
the vortex flow. The assumption of a constant pressure boundary con­
dition would then imply a downward flow along the axis due to the verti­
cal pressure gradient produced by the swirl in the interior of the cy­
lindrical model. This downward flow along the axis is observed both 
in naturally-occurring tornadoes as well as laboratory models of the 
flow. The stagnation point on the ground at the axis and the vertical 
shear produced by the outer coverging-convecting flow would then create 
a recirculating flow in the core in order to satisfy conservation of 
mass. It should be noted that the stagnation point could be located 
above the ground such as in cases where the tornado funnel does not 
touch the ground. A case in point is the 1957 Dallas tornado where an 
upward decelerating flow along the axis near the ground is observed.
We will return to this possibility shortly.
To arrive at an estimated value for the radius of maximum tan­
gential velocity we assume, as previously suggested, that the pressure 
drop along the axis must match the drop in pressure with radius due to 
the radial pressure gradient. The latter can be obtained from a cyclo- 
strophic balance as an approximation to the radial momentum equation
Integration of above along the radius with the velocity profiles given
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by Eqs. (4.4a) and (4.4b) implies
and
-fm m
f>„ - 9a(z)=%p(S (4.10)
where ^ a n d  p^(z) is the disturbed pressure on the axis. 
Elimination of p̂  ̂in above equations yields
- h = • (4 11)
The pressure drop along the axis is obtained by integrating the verti­
cal momentum equation, Eq. (4.7), on the axis with respect to Z. There 
results
- 9 (z) = %pW*2 + b . (4.12)
Equating (4.11) and (4.12) gives an estimate of rm as
where K = — —  is a ratio of the pressure far above on the axis to the 
pWa^
dynamic head at a point on the axis. It should be emphasized that the 
above estimate for r̂j is based on an inviscid analysis. Therefore, Eq. 
(4.12) is not valid in the region near the lower boundary where, because 
viscous forces become significant, W* +0.
To be able to compare this result with observation, we derive 
the same estimate in a slightly different manner for the single-vortex, 
1957 Dallas tornado which had an upward flow along the axis at low
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levels. For this purpose, consider a swirling, converging streamline
with negligible velocity far away from the axis (see Hoecker, 1960).
The radial convergence of the streamline converts potential energy of
a fluid element into kinetic energy (assuming negligible dissipation).
This "fall" toward the axis produces a kinetic energy per unit volume 
r 2equal to p(-%— -) , assuming the cyclostrophic balance, Eq. (4.8).zirrjj.
Furthermore, once on the axis the fluid element is decelerated upward 
toward the stagnation point aloft. Hence the kinetic energy of the 
fluid element is spent on overcoming the pressure "hill" along the 
axis. If the disturbed pressure at the stagnation point (pg) is as­
sumed to be determined by the axial streamline descending from far aloft 
(Z->•“), then neglecting viscous effects, we have
Pg = ^(Z = ») = - b . (4.14)
Therefore the pressure "hill" to be overcome is given by Eq. (4.7) as 
(^(5W*2 +b). A mechanical energy balance then gives an estimate of the 
radius of maximum winds as
the same result as obtained above Eq. (4.13). The above result is also 
based on an inviscid model. Therefore near the ground where W*->0 it 
is not applicable. Also, such factors as the contribution of radial 
velocity to the kinetic energy of the flow is neglected.
In order to compare above results with Hoecker’s data we further 
assume the simplification b = 0(k = 0). Although this assumption would 
result in a higher estimate for radius of tangential velocity the result
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is believed to be accurate for the purpose of argument here —  that 
the radius of maximum tangential velocity, r̂ ,̂ is determined by an 
inviscid analysis based on the pressure matching condition given in 
Eq. (4,3). Choosing a streamline with r=1600 raph-ft and an axial 
velocity of 100 mph at Z « 400 feet we obtain from the simplified result
• (4 16)"a
An estimated value of r,̂ = 200 feet. This is in good agreement with 
the observed 160 feet, considering the approximate nature of the calcu­
lations and that the result obtained is an upper estimate due to the 
assumption b = 0.
We conclude that an inviscid analysis based on the assumption 
of a matching of the pressure change of the axis gives an estimate of 
the radius of maximum tangential velocity which is in better agreement 
with observation than those derived from viscous-structured vortex 
models.
It should be further noted that a significant feature of the 
above analysis is that the axial velocity is the same order of magni­
tude as the tangential velocity near the axis. This can be directly 
deduced from the governing flow equations for vortex flows with small 
Rossby number (negligible coriolis forces) and Proud numbers of order 
one or less (negligible buoyancy forces). In these flows, the verti­
cal momentum equation implies a balance of pressure gradient and iner­
tial terms, p-pW*^, and the tangential momentum equation implies a 
pressure gradient-centrifugal force balance inplying p~pV* . These 
two results then give V*~W*. This is believed to be an important
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feature of tornado core flows [Morton ,1966]. Hoecker's measurements 
of axial velocity, given in Fig. 4.3, substantiate this conclusion. 
Qualitative observations of Ward's core flow are also in agreement.
By introducing smoke directly into the core above ground, it is ob­
served that the smoke is swept down rapidly in a thin column toward 
the ground. Observations suggest that the downward axial velocity 
above the lower boundary layer is comparable to the tangential velocity 
component near the core.
4.3 Structure of Tornado Flows Near the Tornado Axis-A Qualitative 
Description.
We now wish to discuss a qualitative model of tornado flows 
near the axis based on assumptions that will be elicidated shortly. To 
begin, it should be noted that laboratory simulations of tornado cores 
have certain inherent limitations in simulating all of the features as­
sociated with this region. For example, the tornado funnel, which is 
often assumed to be a condensation pressure isobar, cannot be easily 
simulated in the laboratory. In almost all laboratory simulations of 
tornadoes, the observed "funnel" (actually the recirculating boundary) 
core is, in fact, a stream surface. This is true in the simulated 
tornadoes of Yin and Chang [1970], Wan and Chang [1972], Turner [1966], 
as well as Ward [1972]. For the latter, for example, this observed 
stream surface shows the boundary between the recirculating core flow 
and the outer, inviscid swirling, converging flow. Smoke particles 
introduced near the ground for visualization purposes are swept inward 
by the converging, radially decelerating flow in the experiment. The
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convergence of these streamlines near the ground is balanced by the 
diverging flow in the interior of the core, concentrating the smoke 
particles in the stream surface separating the two regions. Laboratory 
simulations of tornado flows, then, may not be very useful for examining 
the relationship between the observed funnels in naturally-occurring 
tornadoes and the recirculating core flow (if such exists). As a con­
sequence, discussions of the funnel must rely on the available direct, 
qualitative observations of naturally-occurring tornadoes and approxi­
mate calculations based on the dynamic and thermodynamic processes in 
these vortex flows.
In order to describe certain observed features of tornado fun­
nels, we propose that a clear distinction be made between four differ­
ent funnel-like profiles. This is important if any realistic estimate 
of significant parameters of the flow is to be obtained —  especially 
near the axis of the tornado. Although distinct from each other, these 
four "funnel" profiles are dynamically and thermodynamically coupled.
The first "funnel" profile is the most obvious feature of natural 
tornadoes. This is the observed trunk-shaped funnel which is pendant 
from the cloud deck of the storm. The funnel could end either in mid­
air or on the ground. This "funnel" of tornadoes is, of course, the 
only one that can be easily observed. The size, behavior and the 
motion of the funnel can be determined by photographic or visual methods. 
Although this profile is the most easily observed feature of tornadoes, 
there is, however, uncertainty as to what it represents. The most 
common assumption is that the tornado funnel is the condensation pres­
sure isobar. This is partly based on the similarity of the pressure
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isobar profiles with the funnel [Dergarabedian, Fendell, 1970]. A
35second assumption is that the funnel is a stream surface [Hoecker, 1961]; 
that is there is no flow normal to the observed surface of the funnel.
The second "funnel" profile is the radius of the maximum tan- 
tential velocity in tornadoes. This profile for Dallas tornado is 
presented in Fig. 4.1 and has been discussed already. It would seem 
reasonable to assume that this relatively large diameter core always 
begins from the ground surface regardless of the position of the ob­
served funnel. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the profile V*^(r,z) while simi­
lar to the shape of the observed tornado funnel, is by no means coin­
cident with it.
That this is possible can be clearly demonstrated by the following 
estimation of the relative position of the funnel cloud and the maximum 
tangential velocity profile. We assume that the funnel cloud is ap­
proximately given by a pressure isobar p^ (we will discuss this in more
detail later) and the tangential component of velocity field is given by
a combined Rankine vortex.
V* ~r r < r^ (4.17)
V*-i r>r„, (4.18)
where r̂j is here the radius of maximum tangential velocity. If a 
cyclostrophic balance is assumed
Then, with proper nondimensionalization, we have
9% -r (4.20a)
- ^  (4.20b)
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where all the quantities in above equations are nondimensional. Inte­
gration of above equations yields





where r̂  and Pĵ are the radius and the pressure of the funnel surface. 
Rewriting the above in the following forms
4  = 2(p,-Pi)Hx^ - , rj<r^ (4.22)
&  
and
where r̂, is the radius of maximum tangential velocity. We observe that 
for sufficiently large p^ (but <p„), the second equation could be sat­
isfied; that is r2 >r^ corresponding to the funnel lying outside the
1
radius of the maximum tangential velocity. Likewise with p^>Pa --- ^
the first equation would imply r^<r^ corresponding to the funnel 
lying inside the radius of the maximum tangential velocity. Since pj 
is determined by independent factors such as water content of the sur­
face layer of atmosphere, the tornado funnel cloud could completely en­
compass the maximum tangential velocity profile or vice-versa. Hoecker's 
observational evidence [1961] confirms the existence of at least the
latter possibility. In this regard, unusual observations of the
36
Ellsworth, Kansas tornado of June 20, 1926 [Flora, 1959], suggests that
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for sufficiently low pj (very dry air in the lower atmosphere) the 
vortex could fail to produce a funnel. Photographic evidence of the 
debris pattern on the gound near the axis for this case, nonetheless, 
does suggest that the existence of a vortex.
The third "funnel” profile is the condensation pressure isobar 
as given by the conditions far away from the tornado vortex. Because 
of strong swirling flow the shape of this profile, which is similar to 
other pressure isobars, resembles the observed funnel and in fact it 
is commonly assumed that they are coincident. Hoecker reports that 
the condensation pressure at the time of the occurrence of the Dallas 
tornado of April 2, 1957 was about 950 mb. The pressure profile system 
of this tornado (see Fig. 1.2) indicates a large diameter (e.g. approxi­
mately 200 feet) for the isobar corresponding to this value. Also, the 
diameter of the suggested 950 mb pressure profile is observed to remain 
larger (at any height) than the diameter of the observed funnel all 
during the lifetime of the tornado. In fact, the largest observed funnel 
diameter on the ground (approximately 100 feet) is less than half of 
the value of the diameter of the 950 mb isobar. This observation is 
attributed by Hoecker to the change of the water content in the recir­
culating core flow [Hoecker, 1961]. This, however, is based on the 
assumption that the observed funnel coincides with the condensation 
pressure isobar, Pg, and the recirculating core flow boundary. There 
is no reason, however, why this assumption should be true. The con­
densation pressure isobar is essentially determined by thermodynamic 
processes involving water vapor condensation whereas the boundary of 
the core flow is determined by a dynamic balance involving pressure
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and inertial forces near the axis. Therefore, Hoecker's observations 
of a larger diameter for the condensation pressure isobar than the di­
ameter of the observed funnel might be explanable by considering the 
details of condensation process in the converging inviscid flow. A 
nonequilibrium condensation process to be discussed shortly is believed 
to ejqilain this observed difference in the two diameters.
The fourth "funnel" in tornadoes is the boundary of the recir­
culating core of the tornado. This is the profile that separates the 
two regions of the flow —  an outer, upward-converging, swirling flow 
region and an.inner, downward —  diverging core region. The former is 
that of the swirling converging flow which is turned upward as a con­
sequence of mass conservation and the latter is believed to be a recir­
culating flow which meets the outer region at the "wall" of the core.
The existence of the latter funnel-like profile presupposes the assump­
tion of a downflow along the vortex axis, Although not a certainty, 
there exists supporting evidence for a downflow in the core of real 
tornadoes [Hoecker, 1961] as well as in the laboratory simulation models 
as discussed earlier. The existence of an exact solution to the Navier- 
Stokes equations of a vortex flow with a double-cell structure, the ex­
perimental evidence as well as the assumed nature of the conditions 
aloft (imposed constant pressure boundary) have led several authors to 
assume a descending flow on the axis of the core (e.g.[Ward, 1972; 
Hoecker, 1961]). It should, however, be noted that the existence of 
downflows would not necessarily imply a closed recirculating core flow. 
In fact the nature of the closure aloft still remains a difficult 
question to be resolved.
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If one, however, assumes a closed recirculating core, the 
model would then imply the existence of at least two stagnation points 
on the axis of the tornado. This follows by the boundary condition 
imposed on the axial velocity = 0 at z = 0, h, where h is the height 
at which pressure reaches an undisturbed value. Furthermore, if it is 
assumed that the tornado core is not in contact with the ground, there 
would be a third stagnation point on the axis where the axial velocity 
changes sign. In this situation the axial flow has a more complicated 
structure in which the converging swirling flow near the ground, forming 
a single-cell vortex, is decelerated axially and diverges outward 
forcing a two-cell structure to close in mid-air. The swirl-to-updraft- 
strength ratio as well as the conditions aloft imposed on the flow 
seems to be important in determining the position of this stagnation 
point on the axis. It should be of significance that the existence of 
this stagnation point located along the axis is also observed in Ward's 
flow [Ward, 1972; Davies-Jones, 1973] for small values of swirl para­
meter [small swirl to radial convergence ratio). Increasing the swirl, 
with the low-level convergence kept constant, results in lowering the 
stagnation point toward the lower boundary. Hence, it seems reasonable 
to assume that during the observed life of a tornado (from birth to de­
cay) the axial flow exhibits both a two-cell vortex structure (stagna­
tion point on the ground) and a combination of a one-cell vortex on 
the ground with a two-cell vortex aloft (stagnation point on the axis 
above the ground) due to the changes in the strength of low-level con­
vergence and/or the imposed circulation, resulting in a variation of 
their ratio. These two situations are shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5,
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respectively. The former represents a two-cell vortex on the ground 
(two stagnation points A and B) and the latter a combination of one 
and two-cell core structures (three stagnation points A, B and C).
Some investigators have assumed the observed funnels of torna­
does, the core of the tornado and, in some cases, the condensation 
pressure isobar to be coincident. We now want to show that although 
the tornado is a condensation surface it may not be coincident with 
the condensation pressure isobar.
The tornado funnel would coincide with the condensation pres­
sure isobar only if the characteristic time for condensation to occur 
is much smaller than the characteristic flow time of air particles —  
the time required for a fluid particle to traverse a characteristic 
length. That is, if the former time is t and the latter is t^, then 
a nondimensional parameter k can be defined as k = ~  . If k«1 then 
the tornado funnel is expected to coincide with the condensation iso­
bar. This limiting case is the equilibrium situation in which the 
condensation process proceeds much faster than the typical time scale 
of motion of the particles. If k»1 then the tornado funnel is ex­
pected to coincide with the tornado core. This is the "frozen" situa­
tion where water vapor is presumably brought down in the core from the 
cloud deck above by means of the recirculating flow in the core.
The time required for the equilibrium to be reached in a con­
densation process is dependent on many factors such as pressure, water 
vapor content, etc. but the order of magnitude of the characteristic 
time as 1-10 seconds p4cCarthy] even for large (50%) pressure drops. 
This relatively large value is due to the slow diffusion process which
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is the limiting factor in the condensation process. We now want to 
estimate the order of magnitude of t for the particular case of the 
Dallas tornado. The condensation pressure at the time of the tornado 
was 950 mb as given in [Hoecker, 1961]. . The rate of growth of drop 
radius as a consequence of diffusion can be shown [Fuchs, 1959] to be
where f, 0, p̂ , M^, R, T, are the radius of the drop, diffus­
ion coefficient, liquid water density, molecular weight of water, uni­
versal gas constant, ambient temperature, water vapor pressure far away 
from the drop and the vapor pressure at the surface of the drop, re­
spectively.
In Eq. (4.24) it is assumed that the contribution due to the 
relative velocity of the drops and the air is negligible. Also, other 
non-diffusion effects (such as the influence of Stefan flow etc. [Fuchs, 
1959] are believed to be small and negligible. However, there are two 
assumptions made in the above equations that need special attention. 
First, heat conduction is neglected and the temperature change due to
conduction at the drop is not considered. However, the effect of heat 
conduction ^ d  its influence on the growth of condensation particles 
does not effect the order of magnitude of the results obtained.
It will be shown ' later . that although the accuracy of the re­
sults obtained will be reduced somewhat, the order of magnitude ana­
lysis in the following calculations is essentially correct. The second 
and more important factor neglected in the above is the presence of 
soluble nuclei in the atmosphere. That is, we assume that the con­
densation nuclei present in the atmosphere have radii of the order of
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one micron or less. The wind velocity as well as the turbulent nature 
of the flow in the vicinity of tornado vortices would, in all proba­
bility, cause the presence of large (r> lym) nuclei in the atmosphere. 
This would considerably influence the rate of condensation of water 
vapor near saturation conditions. On the other hand, a factor 
that, could greatly decrease the presence of large size soluble 
nuclei is the abundant precipitation caused by the tornado producing 
storm. That is, the decrease in the density of large nuclei could be 
significant since rain drops are quite efficient in sweeping out pre­
cisely these large nuclei. The collection efficiency of rain drops be­
come negligible only for nuclei with r<0.1ym [Mason, 1971]. A clear 
resolution of this question would have to wait for the result of experi­
mental observations on the density of the large nuclei (r - lOy) in the 
atmosphere in conditions considered here. We shall proceed assuming 
the density of such large nuclei is negligible.
With the above approximations, we now wish to obtain a rough 
estimate of the time f required for the growth of a cloud particle. If 
the initial radius of the drop is assumed to be 1 yra, and the final 
radius 10 ym (typical of an observable cloud particle) we have from Eq. 
(4.24) that
fT p.RT r|-r|
J_^CP . 5 ^  ( - T - )  • (4-2S)
If we take the following as being typical parameter values
R - 8.314x10? — , r = ly = 10“**cm, r = lOy = lO'^cm mole- K o r
D = .257 g .
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we would obtain
fcPv-'Pvd)* ' 2675 . (4.26)
' o
We further assume a steady flow where the flow particles would then 
follow the swirling converging streamlines. The integrand in above 
equation is estimated from the pressure variation for a fluid parti­
cle converging on a typical streamline in the Dallas tornado. For 
this purpose we chose a streamline passing through a point at approxi­
mately 500 feet radius from the tornado axis with a height of 60 feet 
from the ground (see Hoecker, 1960). Using the pressure profile 
[Hoecker, 1961], the pressure variation on this streamline is shown 
in Fig. 4.6. In the regions where streamlines were not available, 
extrapolation was used. The resulting inaccuracy is thought to be 
negligible for the purposes of the order of magnitude estimate being 
developed here.
Assuming dry adiabatic cooling, a temperature history of the 
air parcel's on this streamline is shown in Fig. 4.7. It is important 
to note that assuming dry adiabatic cooling (as contrasted with a 
moist adiabatic cooling) results in a lower bound for the temperature 
and hence a lower bound for the vapor pressure p̂ .̂ This in turn will 
give an upper bound for the integrand and hence a tower bound t. For 
T = 283 ®K, a maximum temperature change of 10degrees is obtained. Also, 
from Fig. 4.7, p^^=0.17 psi and Pyj=0.14 psi. Hence, an approximate 
evaluation of Eq. (4.26) yields
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t =    " =1.3 sec (4.27)
psi
The effect of heat conduction away from the drop, assumed small 
in the above calculations, can now be estimated. For the particular 
streamline chosen we note that heat conduction would result in a lower 
temperature and a corresponding lower p̂ .̂ However, even for much 
larger decreases in temperature (say, 50%), the decrease in p^^ (then, 
20%) would not cause large errors in the value of î obtained (less 
than 50%). Furthermore, the assumption of dry adiabatic cooling pro­
cess tends to compensate for the errors produced by neglect of heat
conduction. Therefore, the order of magnitude obtained for t is be­
lieved to be correct.
With a lower limit of 1.3 seconds for x , the condensation 
characteristic time is observed to be comparable to the characteristic 
flow time. That is, for values of t^ between 1-10 seconds, a lower
bound value of k for the typical lower streamline discussed lies be­
tween 1.3 and .13. Hence, roughly, k is expected to be of the order 
of unity.
It thus appears that, given the velocity fields of typical 
tornadoes, the condensation process in natural tornadoes is a non­
equilibrium one. Thus, once an air parcel's pressure is reduced to 
the condensation pressure, the parcel may travel as much as 300 feet 
before visible condensation has occurred. It then follows that the 
core cannot coincide with the funnel cloud except near the top of the 
funnel where it blends into the cloud deck —  corresponding to long
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flow times. Furthermore it is expected that the core region and, in 
particular, the stagnation point near the tip of the funnel (point c 
in Fig. 4.5) should always lie on or within the funnel cloud and never 
outside of it if the saturation condition.are achieved in the outer flow. 
Thus, we expect that the core flow will always be enclosed by the con­
densation surface of the tornado funnel cloud in this situation.
. A sketch of the proposed relative positions of the four funnel­
like profiles —  the recirculating core, the condensation funnel, the 
condensation pressure isobar surface and the maximum tangential veloc­
ity profile —  are shwon in Fig. 4.8. It is of interest to note that 
the nonequilibrium process described would, presumably, result in a 
relatively wide region of partial condensation surrounding the funnel.
The existence of different sized soluble nuclei in the environment 
of the vortex would cause partial condensation to occur in the region 
between the condensation isobar surface, p ,̂ and the surface of the 
funnel. Therefore, photographic evidence of the edge of this region 
of partial condensation may be used as an estimate of the position of 
condensation pressure isobar. The thickness of this region should be 
of order of 0* where 0 is the average radial component of velocity in 
the vicinity of the funnel. While there exists photographic evidence 
[Flora, 1959] of tornado funnels which shows such a wide relatively 
transparent, fog-like region surrounding the opaque surface of the fun­
nel, the possibility that dust particles cause this partial condensa­
tion region must be assessed. Furthermore, our nonequilibrium conden—  
sation implies that the position of the tip of the funnel is probably 
displaced furthest from the corresponding point on the Pg isobar due
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to the large vertical velocities on the axis. In this regard, 
[Dergarabedian and Fendell, 1970] obtain estimates of maximum tangen­
tial velocity based on the distance of the funnel tip from the ground 
assuming that the funnel surface is coincident with the condensation 
pressure isobar. However, if the assumption of a non-equilibrium 
condensation process is correct, such estimates could be made more 
accurate. That is, the nonequilibrium model implies that the "tip" 
of the Pg isobar is lower in height from the funnel tip by a distance 
of approximately W*f, where is the average vertical velocity on the3- . a
axis. For example, for the Dallas tornado [Dergarabedian, Fendell,
1970] obtain estimates of maximum tangential velocity based on the dis­
tance of the funnel tip from the ground assuming that the funnel sur­
face is coincident with the condensation pressure isobar. However, if 
the assumption of a none.quilibrium condensation process is correct, 
such estimates could be made more accurate. That is, the nonequili­
brium model implies that the "tip?'of the isobar is lower in height 
from the funnel tip by a distance of approximately W*t, where S* is the 
average vertical velocity on the axis. For example, for the Dallas 
tornado where the funnel cloud tip was in mid-air for a considerable 
portion of the observed life of the tornado, if we assume =150 ft/sec., 
this difference in height could amount to as much as 300 feet causing 
considerable under-estimate of V*^ -(more than 50%). Of course, if 
the actual value of t tends toward the lower end of our estimates 
(e.g. K - 0.1), this error is reduced to less than ten per cent.
In closing this discussion, it should be emphasized once again 
that the assumptions used in estimating the order of magnitude of the
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condensation time scale —  particularly the question of the presence 
of giant soluble nuclei —  remain to be experimentally investigated.
In any event, it should now be apparent that the observed funnel, 
radius of maximum winds, condensation pressure isobar, and recirculating 
core boundary do not coincide and their differences may be important 
in interpreting observational information.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
5.1 Summary.
Measurement of the critical swirl angle at which the usual 
single vortex configuration undergoes transition to a two vortex con­
figuration as a function of the aspect ratio h/rg of the convergent 
zone and normalized volumetric flow rate (Q/rgv) shows that
tan^cr»^ (Q/rgVr“ ^^° . (5.1)
The variation of tan^^r with h/rg agrees with previous theoretical re­
sults [Jischke and Parang, 1974] while the variation with (Q/igv) does 
not agree with that theory.
Velocity measurements in the convergent zone shows that outside 
the edge of the convection zone (r>24"), the vertical velocity is 
negligibly small, the radial velocity increases with decreasing radius 
to conserve mass while the tangential velocity increases with decreasing 
radius to conserve angular momentum. In the inner convergent zone 
(r<24"), the radial velocity decreases approximately linearly with 
radius, the vertical velocity increases almost linearly with height, 
and the tangential velocity increases inversely with decreasing radius 
much like a potential vortex. The inner and outer convergent zones are 
separated by a transition region near r =24" where a pronounced edge
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effect is observed. The surface pressure in the inner zone varies as 
the inverse square of the radius> quite like that of a potential vor­
tex. The angular velocity at the center of the vortex core was shown 
to vary with the imposed swirl angle * ^
“core ~ (r, h constant) (5.2)
“core (Q, h constant) (5.3)
in agreement with a solid body rotation model of the core provided the 
correct variation of core radius with imposed swirl angle is employed 
(e.g. rg = rg tan^*).
These experimental results in the inner convergent zone agree 
qualitatively with the flow due to a potential vortex with superimposed 
radial velocity,
• U*- -r, V* ~l/r , W*-z (5.4)
quite like a Rott-Burgers vortex outside the core.
Comparison of the results obtained on these experiments [Wan, 
Chang, 1972] show that the radial and vertical velocities are consider­
ably larger in"the present study. This is due to the fact that the 
volumetric flow rates in the present experiments are from three to 
twenty-five times those in Wan and Chang's. As a result, the radial 
momentum associated with these higher volumetric flow rates is a signi­
ficant factor in the dynamics of the flow.
The results obtained and presented in Chapter III give solutions 
for the boundary-layer flow parameters 6(r) and E(r.) needed for deter­
mination of the velocity field in the boundary-layer region in cases of 
interest pertaining to tornado flowfields. These results contain the 
previously known limiting case of pure potential vortex flow (mo= 0)
n o
as well as the derived analytical solutions for the limiting case of 
pure radial flow (®o “ • Ths numerical solutions were obtained by
the integration of the boundary-layer momentum equations which, for 
reasons discussed in Chapter III and in Appendix B, are expressed in 
the inviscid streamline coordinate system (s,n,z). Also, the calcu­
lated results for other parameters such as the change of streamline 
direction at the ground as compared with the impressed inviscid flow, 
the shear stress components at the ground, the axial velocity at the 
edge of the boundary layer, the total torque calculations and radial 
vorticity flux are given in Chapter III.
The outer inviscid flowfield associated with naturally occur­
ring tornado vortices were discussed and were used in obtaining the 
associated solutions of the boundary-layer equations. It is believed 
that the existence of a non-zero radial velocity component is the more 
realistic flow model for tornado vortices in contrast to a pure poten­
tial vortex inviscid flow. This is confirmed by laboratory experiments 
using Ward's apparatus given in Chapter II.
The boundary-layer results obtained in this study along with 
the assumed outer inviscid flow enable one to evaluate several boundary- 
layer induced features of tornadoes. Such turbulent boundary-layer-in­
duced phenomena as direction change in the streamlines could be used in 
conjunction with observations of debris patterns to increase under­
standing of the various types of tornado vortices as well as estimate 
the flow direction at the ground. However, the results obtained for 
the swirling converging flow near the core are similar to those ob­
tained for a pure potential vortex flow model. Therefore, we conclude
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that observations of debris patterns on the ground near the core would 
have to be complemented with other observations (such as flow direction 
in the outer flow) before they can be used to obtain a better under­
standing of the inviscid vortex flow.
An important boundary-layer produced feature of tornadoes is 
the vorticity production and its subsequent radial convergence by the 
outer converging flow to the vicinity of the core. The instabilities 
associated with the vortex sheet surrounding the core region is be­
lieved to give rise to the observed multiple-vortex formation. It ap­
pears that the radial distribution of the vorticity near the core bound­
ary is accounted for by the upward convection of radial vorticity pro­
duced in the boundary layer. The vorticity calculations in 
the boundary layer could be used in the determination of the vorticity 
distribution near the core.
In Chapter IV we discussed qualitatively the core flow of vortices 
similar to tornadoes. Although the velocity field of the outer inviscid 
flow was shown to be similar to the Rott-Burgers vortex, the core dimen­
sion given by viscous-structured vortex model such as that of Rott and 
Burgers was shown to be roughly one order of magnitude smaller than 
the observed radius of maximum tangential velocity in naturally-occur­
ring tornadoes. That is, the core dimension given by viscous vortex 
models (e.g. r^ « /2v/a) fails to yield core dimension comparable to the 
radius of maximum tangential velocity observed by Hoecker. This is true 
even with relatively large assumed value of eddy viscosity (v=90 ft^/sec).
An inviscid analysis of the core flow, however, resulted in an 
estimation of the radius of the maximum tangential velocity as
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Tg - result seems to be in agreement with the values of
a
r^ observed. It can also be concluded that the axial velocity has to 
be of the same order of magnitude as the maximum tangential velocity. 
The above analysis was made based on an imposed condition on the pres­
sure. Specifically, the radial and vertical pressure gradients were 
required to yield a pressure match on the axis for any height z. 
Furthermore, two possible cases of core structure were discussed. The 
recirculating core could terminate above the ground or on the ground*.
In the former case there would be a change in the direction of axial 
velocity due to a stagnation point above the ground. The estimation 
of r̂jj was made for both cases although it could only be verified for 
the single vortex with upward axial flow where flowfield measurements 
were available.
A qualitative picture distinguishing different features of the 
core (which were commonly assumed coincident) was also developed. It 
is observed that the condensation pressure isobar would always lie out­
side the funnel cloud due to the non-equilibrium nature of the conden­
sation of water vapor. However, the assumptions leading to the order 
of magnitude analysis presented —  especially the presence of giant 
size nuclei —  has to be verified. It is believed however, that the 
qualitative picture given is correct.
5.2 Conclusions.
A swirling, converging, steady, axisymmetric flow model was as­
sumed with constant density fluid as a tornado flow model in this study. 
A shallow convergence zone and a constant pressure boundary condition 
were some of the other features of this flow.
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The inviscid swirling converging flow in the shallow conver­
gence region is shown to give an increasing rate of radial vorticity 
production in the boundary layer with increases in the imposed swirl. 
This feature is believed to be central to the production of multiple 
vortices and could not be observed in a pure potential vortex of the 
tornado flowfield. The constant pressure imposed on the top of this 
model (produced by the baffle in Ward's apparatus) is also believed to 
better simulate upper atmospheric conditions. The downflow along the 
axis and core dimensions typically observed in naturally-occurring 
tornadoes can be explained using this inviscid. swirling conveming flow 
with the pressure boundary condition imposed on the top. The role of 
viscosity is considered only important in the thin boundary-layer region 
near the ground and was shown to have no significant effect in the 
determination of the core dimensions in contrast to many other tornado 
flow models (e.g. Rott-Burgers vortex). Thus the dynamics of the flow 
in the core appear to be essentially inviscid.
Another feature of this flow model is a separated flow region 
in the thin boundary layer. This separated flow is followed by a re­
attached zone with decreasing radius. This is not observed in poten­
tial vortex model of tornado flows. Sufficiently close to the axis the 
flow is seen to behave as a potential vortex and features observed in 
that model such as boundary-layer eruption near the axis are also ob- 
trained here. While this model includes the potential vortex flow 
model as a special case, considerably different results are obtained 
for this more general vortex flow with various swirl to convergence 
ratio than the special case of pure potential vortex. For example, the
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boundary-layer radial velocity and boundary-layer thickness for the 
more general situation are seen to be different —  especially away 
from the axis —  than the special case of purely swirling flow.
This model however neglects certain important features of a 
more realistic tornado flow such as density variation in the atmos­
phere. Such thermodynamic considerations would seem to be important 
in such features as the position and the flow conditions at the stag­
nation point observed along the axis above the ground. Also, buoyancy 
effects due to precipitation and condensation are neglected in this model.
The investigation of a non-equilibrium process of water vapor 
condensation near the core associated with a swirling converging flow 
seems to indicate the importance of this process in forming such fea­
tures as tornado funnel clouds. However, no experimental verification 
of this process was possible with Ward's apparatus and assumptions 
used in this study remain to be further investigated experimentally.
5.3 RecomroendatioiB for Future Research.
There remains a need for further experimental work using Ward's 
tornado simulation apparatus. However, modifications of this apparatus 
are necessary before further experiments can be conducted. Specifi­
cally, the apparatus should be redesigned so that the fan discharges 
into the room as opposed to the ambient environment outside the labora­
tory. This modification would allow for more accurate measurements by 
eliminating the interference due to ambient wind gusts. Also, experi­
ments could then be performed more often as the present need to re­
strict experiments to the night.time would be removed. Furthermore,
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the gearing system driving the rotating meshwire should be redesigned 
to reduce fluctuations and noise in the converging air region. This 
is clearly necessary for more accurate measurements.
Such a redesigned tornado simulation apparatus could then be 
used for further experiments and flow measurements of three regions of 
the flow. First, flowfield measurements of the region above the honey­
comb baffle could be carried out using conventional pitot-static tubes. 
Measurements of the static pressure and its radial distribution in this 
region would provide additional insight into the origin of the downflow 
observed in the core. The determination of the dependence of s tat is 
pressure near the axis in this region with swirl to convergence ratio 
and the diameter of the core would enhance understanding of the dynamics 
of the core flow. Also, the effect of lowering the baffle (decreasing 
the height of the updraft chamber) on the core behavior and dimensions 
could be useful in determining the significance of the height of the 
updraft chamber in the overall dynamics of the vortex. Second, flow­
field measurements of the core region would be of great benefit for 
further comparison of Ward's tornado simulation with that of naturally- 
occurring tornadoes. Due to the unsteadiness and small dimensions of 
the core as well as the free nature of this vortex, measurements in the 
core must be conducted with minimum flow disturbances. This seems to 
be possible only with a laser Doppler velocimeter in which the frequency 
shift of scattered light is used to infer velocities. Only with this 
kind of probe can the flowfield measurements be carried out with a suf­
ficiently small disturbance. However, the use of laser Doppler veloci­
meter for such measurements would require significant finances and a
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greater development time than the use of more conventional means of 
flowfield velocity measurement. Third, the velocity in the boundary- 
layer region could be measured using a hot Wire anemometer. The posi­
tion of separation and reattachment could.be determined and measure­
ments could be used to verify boundary-layer calculations obtained in 
this work. Comparison of boundary-layer flow measurements with other 
tornado simulation flows (e.g. Chang,at at) would also be useful in 
defining more accurately the difference between these various simula­
tions .
Measurements of turbulent velocity field could also be carried 
out in the outer flowfield in Ward's apparatus. These measurements 
could be conducted by means of conventional hot wire or hot film anemo- 
• meters to determine the level of turbulence and mixing in this region 
of the flow. Lilly (private communication) has noted that the turbulent 
velocity field appears to enhance angular momentum of the fluid near the 
vortex core. Thus, an understanding of the turbulence in the flowfield 
may be required before a comprehensive model of the tornado flowfield 
is possible.
Experimental verification of the nonequilibrium water vapor 
condensation process near the core discussed in this work would enhance • 
understanding of the photographic data on tornadoes. Using a swirling, 
converging flow model with water as the fluid, it might be possible to 
simulate the condensation process by an air bubble growth process in­
troduced into the flow. The location of the "funnel" in this model 
could then be compared with pressure isobars in the flowfield. The ef­
fect of variation in swirl and convergence on the "funnel" shape and
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position could also be obtained using this bubble growth process.
Further theoretical studies associated with tornado flows 
could be carried out in at least two areas. First, there is a need 
for a study of the core flow associated with the swirling, converging 
outer flow observed in the present experiments. Such a study should 
be based on observations and measurements obtained by means of Ward's 
apparatus as well as Hoecker flow measurement•of Dallas tornado of 
April 2, 1957. As discussed in Chapter IV, observations indicate large 
axial velocities with radius of maximum tangential velocity being deter­
mined by essentially inviscid dynamical considerations. These features 
should be a part of any theoretical core flow model. Second, a stabil­
ity analysis of the vortex could be made using the boundary-layer calcu­
lations obtained in this work to estimate the enhanced vertical vorticity 
near the edge of the core. Such a calculation might help clarify the 
conditions leading to multiple vortex production and determine a more 
accurate relationship between the critical swirl parameter and the 
imposed swirl and updraft.
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Figure 1.1. Tangential Velocity Distribution of Dallas Tornado of 
April 2, 1957 (from Ref. 2)
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Fig. 2.5 Variation of the Critical Swirl Parameter with Volumetric Flow Rate (h = 18.8")
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Figure 2.25 Schematic of Separation and Reattachment of the Boundary- 
Layer.
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Fig.2.29 Variation of the Period of the Vortex Core with Swirl Angle for fixed Q
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Figure 3.19 Variation of the Negative Axial Velocity Component at the Edge of the Boundary
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Figure 4,3 Variation of the Axial Velocity with Height in Dallas 
Tornado of April 2, 1957.
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Figure 4.5 Schematic of a Combination of One-Cell Vortex on the Gound 
and Two-Cell Recirculating Vortex Structure Aloft.
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Figure 4.6 Time Variation of.the Static Pressure on a Converging Streamline in the Dallas Tornado 
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Figure 4.7 Time Variation of the Nondimensional Temperature on a Converging Streamline in Dallas 
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Plate 1.1. The Palm Sunday Tornado of 1965, Elkhart, Indiana.
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Plate 1.2 Fredrick, Oklahoma Tornado of June 18, 1973.
0000
Plate 1.3 '’Core-Splitting” in Ward’s Apparatus.
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Plate 2.1. The Traverse Mechanism used in Flowfield Measurements.
APPENDIX A
INDEPENDENCE OF SWIRL AND EXHAUST CONTROLS 
•
It is important for the purposes of these experiments to show 
that the imposed swirl and volumetric flow rate Q can be independently 
controlled and that there is no effect of increasing swirl on the 
radial velocity at the screen (e.g. there is no "choking" phenomenon 
in which there is a decrease of radial velocity with increasing swirl). 
This was done by measuring the radial velocity at the screen with the 
pitot tube. Velocities were measured for different imposed swirls at 
constant power setting on the exhaust fan. The results are shown in 
Pig. A.I.
The data shows no significant variation of the radial velocity 
(and hence no variation of volumetric flow rate) with swirl angle 
Hence it can be concluded that there does not exist a "choking" phenomenon 
and that the volumetric flow rate Q and imposed swirl are indeed inde­
pendently controlled by the two separate power transformers.
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APPENDIX B
BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL 
POLAR COORDINATE SYSTEM
The boundary-layer equations for a swirling, converging flow 
corresponding to an inviscid flow given by
U* = U*(r,z), V* = , W* = W*(r,z) ,
[which contain cases (i) and (ii) as special cases] can be written in 
cylindrical polar coordinates (r,8,z) as
continuity (ru*] +-^ (rw*) = 0 (B.l)
| ï ï i  .  .  i  ^  (B .2 ,
6-momentum u* -^- +w* ^ (B.3)
z-momentum p* = P*(r) (B.4)
Combination of the continuity equation, Eq. (B.l) with the 
radial and tangential components of momentum equation, Eqs. (B.2) and 
(B.3) and their subsequent integration with respect to z can be shown 
to yield
J L  II*
* r








ffi  ̂ f6
rV* gp [r j (U*-u*)dz]- ^  [r̂ j (UV-u*v*)dz]
o ' 0
= - ÿ  Tg JO) - ru*ô ^  (rV*) . (B.7)
We now assume the following profiles of velocity and ground
shear stress law with = total inviscid velocity,
u* = u*h(n) + V*fCn)E(r) (B.8a)




tgzCO) = cpv2e (h -e2)^/*C^)^
= cp[m2v*2(l+m2)]7/8E(i+g2)3/8^V)% (B.8d)
where n = y » and c is a constant equal to 0.0225. Furthermore, functions 
h(n), f(n) and g(n) are assumed to be
h {n ) = g (n ) =
f ( n )  = -  n •
We substitute Eqs. (B.8a-d) in Eqs. (B.6) and (B.7) and non- 
dimensionalize the variables as follows
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’'nondim. = I  ' ^  ' “ï f
where = V*(r = R), = U*(r = R), 6^ = (v^R^c^/v)with R as the
radius of the disk. The two momentum equations can be shown to give, 
with the bcœ signs dropped^
Radial momentum
ÿ  m^ôV*^ [m^5V*̂  rarE- r + ̂  m^rE^)-mV* [mr6V*(^ mE-
= - r[m2v*2(l+m2)]7/*(l+E2)3/8g-% (B.9a)
Tangential momentum 
- &  (rV)
= - r[m2y*2(l+m2) ]?/Gg(i+gf) 3/8^-% (g. 9b)
where
V*
1" = '“ ♦inviscid = F  "1th B(r = 1) = .
The above equations are to be solved for the two unknown S(r) 
and E(r) by numerical methods. To be able to proceed in the integra­
tion process, the initial solution for 6 and E at the edge of the disk 
have to be obtained analytically. However, the above equations do not 
yield a consistent solution, at the edge of the disk as can be seen in 
the following manner.
Assume that as r -1,
6-(l-r)“ , E -(1-r)* CB.IO)
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where since S and E are to be zero at the edge of the disk, a. and 0 have 
to be positive and nonzero. The momentum equations, however, imply that 
a balance of the inertial and viscous forces at the edge of the disk for 
any m^ requires
- l » o f . cB.ii)
Substitution of Eqs. (B.IO) in above, results in the following 
two equations for a and 0
1 a* -1 = - 4
a -1 = 0 - J  .
The above equations yield the results o = y , 0 = 0  that contradict the
assumptions that 6 and E 4-0 as r-^0 as expected from physical considera-
4/5tions. In general, for arbitrary nonzero m^, 6~(l-r) where as for
mp = 0, which corresponds to a purely potential vortex inviscid flow,
2/56~(l-r) . Only in the case m^ equal to zero can one obtain a physical­
ly acceptable result for 0(=̂ ) in the cylindrical polar coordinate system. 
For nonzero m̂ , no acceptable solution for 0 can be obtained.
An attempt to overcome this difficulty can be made by introducing 
two length scales for boundary-layer thickness 5̂ , corresponding to
the radial and tangential components of inviscid velocity. It might 
then be expected from earlier results that
6y~(l-r)*/S, as r +1 . (B.12)
If the equations of the flow are reformulated with the above length
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scales included, the boundary-layer equations become
rdmaxJ  fo  ,
continuity rw*(^max.^ = - gp] ru*dz + rU* g- ( 6 ^  ) (B.13)
Radial momentum
r̂ v H r̂ u A f̂ nJ (v*2.v*2) d z - ^  J r(U*2'-u*2)dz +U* ~  [rj
= - f  T^.CO) ♦ ^  (ru*) (B.14a)
Tangential momentum
d f̂ raax. d „f̂ max.rv* ̂  [r CU*-u*)dz]- ^  [r% (U*V*-u*v*)dz]
J o ' o
= - '""'max. 3F (rV')- F
where 6 is the maximum of 6 and 6, .max. u V
The above equations can be integrated and nondimensionalized in 
a similar fashion as before with the following exception
o o
It can be shown, then, that the radial and tangential momentum equation 
become, with v* = p , respectively
I ^  I ”o«* i  tE6̂)- I I- (rU*:«J
+ -J m^/Su* 1- (rU*6 ) = cr'^/^Efi+E (B.lSa)S o d r  u V u o
m  5? (ESy)* I (ru*6p-n„ ̂  (jp = . (B.lSb)
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where
ë  - y "  '




«yti - 75 (“•“ '»
The ground shear stress components substituted in Eqs. (B.14a-b) are 
[Serrin, 1972] in dimensional form,
Tp̂ CO) = -[cpE(l+B2)3/8r-7/46-% + cpCm^jU* (B.17a)
Tg (̂O) = cpr-?/4(l+E2)3/*6-% . (B.17b)
where the appropriate sign is included in the radial stress component 
for the converging flow. The two equations, Eqs.(B.14a] and (B.14b) 
involve three unknowns 6̂ , 6^ and E. A. unique solution can be obtained 
only if a third equation is developed. We could chose, for example, 
the third equation to be the mechanical energy equation
(pv*Vv+7p-V*?) = 0 . (B.18)
Integration of the above scalar equation with respect to 2 and 
further algebraic manipulation and substitution of Eqs. (B.8a-d) would 
result in the following riondimensional equation
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max
- &  EV*35„., ] = - I [C| U* ♦! VE) t„ ( 0) A — V*T. fO)]. CB.19)
The Eqs. (B.15a-b) and (B.19) are to be integrated numerically for the 
three unknowns 6̂ , 6^ and E. However, integration of the above equations 
require an analytic solution of the unknowns at the edge of the disk r = 1. 
Assuming that as r -»1,
5y-(l-r)4/5 , Sy-(l-r)2/5  ̂ E~(l-r)* .
Equations (B.15a-b) imply a balance of the following nature, respectively,




We note that the resulting equations do not yield a nonzero positive B 
and indeed do not possess a consistent solution. In fact, it can be 
shown that any independent equation chosen to replace the mechanical 
energy equation (e.g. the moment of momentum equation, etc.) would never 
result in a consistent solution for E(r) at the edge of the disk.
The lack of a consistent and acceptable initial solution for 
E(r) in both systems of Eqs. (B.9a-b) and (B.IO) and the three Eqs.
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(B.15a-b) and (B.19) are due to the nature of the expressions of the 
shear stress law in cylindrical coordinate system. The components of 
the radial shear stress induced by the radial velocity would always be 
present in the radial momentum equation for all values of nonzero ibq 
resulting in a’ fundamentally different balance from that of the case 
mQ=0, at the edge of the disk. This is true regardless of the differ­
ent formulations of the problem and the number of unknowns as long as 
the momeratum equations are expressed in cylindrical coordinate system 
(r,8,z). In other words, the turbulent shear stress law is a funda­
mentally empirical law with the inherent limitation that the components 
of the shear stress can be represented in the functional form of Eqs. 
(B.8a-d) and (B.17a-b) if and only if they are expressed in the appro­
priate coordinate system —  namely that of the inviscid flow direction 
and the direction normal to it. Since for a nonzero m̂ , the (r,0,z) 
coordinate system do not coincide with the direction of the flow and 
the normal to it, the expressions of the turbulent shear stress law as 
formulated empirically by the functional form of Eqs. (B.8a-b) and 
(B.17a-b) are not appropriate for arbitrary non-zero values of m̂ . It 
can be seen now that only for the limiting cases of mg = 0 and m^ = » 
where the inviscid streamline direction happens to coincide with the 
cylindrical coordinate system, i.e, pure potential vortex and pure 
radial flow, do the expressions for ground shear stresses in the form 
of Eqs. (B.8a-b) and (B.17a-b) yield a consistent and unique solution 
for E and 6 everywhere. For the general case of arbitrary values of 
fflp, then, the boundary-layer momentum equations must be expressed in 
the inviscid streamline coordinate system (s,n,z) with the ground shear
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stress components formulated in the functional form of Eqs. (B.18a-b) 
as discussed in the main text. A unique solution at the edge can then 
be found [Eqs. (51) and (52) of the text for cases (i) and (ii), re­
spectively] and the integration of the momentum equations can be 
carried out. '
